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Jen Williams ____ _ 
Forum Editor 
Joseph Trivisonno, professor 
of physics, was chosen as John 
Carroll Univcrsity'sDistinguished 
Faculty member for 1993 in honor 
of h1s outstanding teaching and 
research. 
The award is given to the fac-
ulty member who demonstrates 
expertise in teachiRg, research, 
scholarship, advising and service 
both inside and outside the Uni-
versity. 
Trivisonno has been a full-time 
facultymemberaLJCU s1nce 1957 
and served as chairperson of the 
physics deparunent from 1979-
1989. 
See AWARD, page 5 
JCU freshman dies, 
cause is uncertain 
Elizabeth McDonald 
· ·on, 18, whu :as a 
Univer-
sity, died on Thursday, April 8. 
The cause of death is uncer-
tain. An autopsy is being per-
formed and the results are not 
available. 
Wilson was a commuter from 
Highland Heights who was very 
involved in service activities. An 
Eagle Scout, he often took time 
out of his life to help others. 
Ron Oleksiak, of the 
Multicultural Affairs Department, 
is a friend of the Wilson family. 
He said that ever since he came to 
JCU, Wilson often came to visit 
him in his office to t.allc. 'We 
would talk about everything; it 
really wasn'tanything profound," 
said Oleksiak. "His mom said he 
felt rather close to me." 
To indicate the type of person 
Wilson was, Oleksiak pointed to 
how he would frequenl.ly call his 
grandmother just to see how she 
\\as. "He went out of his way to 
mate t)e0])1e feel loved. He was 
mature beyond his years," he said. 
Sophomore Mark Daniel 
DeLaney remembered Wilson 
from high school as someone who 
was very approachable and in-
volved. "He was a nice guy. He 
would t.allc to anyone. And he 
always wanted to be worlcing on a 
project; to be active," he said. 
Wilson's mother, Clare, said 
that her son was very involved in 
service when heauended Mayfield 
High School, and that continued 
when he came to JCU. One ex-
ample of the service he did here 
was tutoring for school children. 
His mother also emphasized 
how loving service was simply a 
way of life for Wilson. "I'd say 
thoughtful was the word to de-
scribe him most. He'd do things 
without being asked," she said. 
The End morning DJs pay 
a visit to Millor Hall 
Joe Parks 
Entertainment Writer 
Radio station WENZ-FM 
107.9, The End.- "Cleveland's 
[self-proclaimed] New Rock 
Movement"- moved in front of 
Millor Hall for a little more than 
three hours on Thursday, April 
l5,thusclaiming theirprizeinthe 
radio station's "Broadcast from 
Your House" contest. 
Brian Fowler and Joe Cronauer 
were the stars of the show as co-
hosts of End's "Brian and Joe in 
the Morning." The stars before 
the show were the residents of 
Millor and, especially hall direc-
tor Mary Mahoney. Mahoney 
convinced the hall to enter End's 
contest. 
"I heard about i tover Christmas 
break," she said. "When I came 
back I just said, 'C'mon- we've 
got 250 people in our house."' 
The station accepted entries 
from homes in their listening area. 
From these homes, one would be 
picked to receive a visit from the 
WENZ mobile broadcasting unit. 
Marshall Gandy, the station's 
promotional director, helped plan 
the event. His idea was "to disrupt 
people's lives." 
Hundreds of Millar residents 
offered their lives for disruption. 
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lhomo~t~xp rF~I~F~!.~ ~~ ,! 0 ~ rniB-cse~~AIDS 
Special Projects Editor 
Concerned with John Carroll 
Resident Assistants' rights of free 
expression, the JCU Faculty Fo-
rum passed a proposal at its April 
IS meeting calling for the creation 
of an ad hoc committee which 
would discuss establishing an 
RA's right to express personal 
opinions in all of the University's 
public forums, such as Vice Presi-
dential Forums, public lectures and 
Student Union mccungs. 
The committee would, " ... hold 
discussions with the Director of 
Residence Life and with appro-
priate members of the administra-
tion, faculty, and student body in 
order to develop recommendations 
for ... guidelines that ensure free-
dom of speech and discussion for 
all Resident Assistants, accord-
ing to the resolution presented by 
Art History professor Dr. Charles 
Scillia 
Scillia proposed creation of a 
"Recenl.ly, the publication of a prevention, contraception, gay/ 
letter...has resulted in the disci- lesbian rights] are too imponant 
plining of that student and the to ignore," he said. "These are a 
expressed threat of non-reap- part of every day life, and some of 
pointment next year. According our students are struggling with 
to the Director of Residence Life, them. To make believe that Uni-
disciplinary action was based versity life docs not mirror real 
solely on this specific issue; in all life is simply avoidance," said 
other respects the student was Scillia. 
considered a good RA." RAs must live a dual life, that 
Neither Director of Residence of a student and that of an em-
Life Donna Byrnes, nor the RA ployee of a Catholic university, 
would comment on the letter or said Scillia. 
the alleged d1sc1phnary acuon. "A university is a special case. 
In stressing his concern tom- Weencouragestudentstodiscuss, 
sure all students' freedom of ex- think, weigh options and never 
pression, Sci Ilia said, "I would shy away from the difficult issues. 
like to separate this issue [the ere- It is the nature of a university to 
ation of the committee) ... from encourage that discussion, not to 
any one issue or any one person. limit it," he said. 
problem." See PROPOSAL, page 6 
editorial 
Theywo I t I 
Faculty ad hoc committee 
in response to alleged disciplin- Once again the truth has been 
ary action of an RA who wrote an buried beneath John Carroll's 
ity for actions taken. they are hid-
ing behind the overused and irre-
sponsible phrase "no comment" 
The director of housing, vice 
president of srudent affairs and 
the dean of students were all asked 
factual questions regarding the 
Faculty Forum· s proposal on RAs 
rights of free expression. They 
either refused to comment, weren't 
aware of the situation, or directed 
questions elsewhere. 
anonymous letter published in the administrative silence. A story 
February 11 CN. exists about a Resident Assistant 
The writer was not identified possibly losing their job because 
because the writer was an RA. of publicly, yet anonymously, 
The letter wrinen expressed sup- voicing an opinion. This paper is 
portfors.A.l.D.S.,astudentgroup being prevented from providing 
that distributed condoms in early the Carroll community with the 
December to JCU juniors and se- full story because the individuals 
niors living on cam pus. who know the facts are ref using to 
Scillia presented a "rationale" comment. 
of his proposal to all faculty at the Disregarding all accountabil- See SILENCE, page 2 
CarrOII students selected for 
Kentucky Derby Sports Seminar 
John It Thorne 
Managing Edtor 
Two John Carroll University 
students, along with 48 other sw-
dents around the country, are at-
tending a sports journalism semi-
nar this weekend. 
Senior Brennan Lafferty, 
sports editor of the CN and junior 
AI Pawlowski, sports director of 
WUJC, the campus radio station, 
were among 50 students chosen, 
to attend the 1993 Kentucky Derby 
Collegiate Journalism Seminar. 
The seminar is designed to give 
sports journalists experience 
covering a major sporting event. 
''The ftfty of us will be assigned to 
a professional in the field of sports 
journalism," Lafferty said. 
Lafferty and Pawlowski are 
attending the conference, held at 
Churchill Downs in Louisville, 
Kentucky, which started today and 
runs through Saturday. This 
conference, focusing on horse 
racing reponing, is being held a 
week before the 119 running of 
-photo by a,,_ Hunyt 
Brennan Lafferty 
the Kentucky Derby, scheduled 
forMay2. 
Lafferty and Pawlowski are 
actively involved in sports jour-
nalism at Carroll, in newspaper 
and radio, respectively. 
Pawlowski, who has worked in 
radio broadcasting at Carroll for 
three years, is joining Lafferty in 
Kentucky this weekend. "The 
award basically covers sports 
medium, sports journalism, in the 
print, photo, and also in broad-
casting," Pawlowski said. "I am 
going to be mainly focused on the 
broadcasting aspect. It will be 
pretty interesting to see." 
Pawlowski currently hosts a 
weekly sports talk show, "Carroll 
Sports," which he plans to con-
tinue doing into next year as a 
senior. He also DJ s a music pro-
gram once a week. 
The experience Pawlowski is 
receiving from his work at Carroll 
will help him in his path to his 
career. "I really would like to be 
doing sports play by play, but I 
realize that's difficult, and I real-
ize it's not something you can 
start off right out of college in," 
Pawlowski said. 
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editorial 
Finally, a forum for communication 
co mentary 
Catholicism, democracy and goodbye 
Last year, as ing in American democrauc society. 
managing editor for In my years at Carroll th1s seeming con-
jthis newspaper I had tradiction has intrigued me. r have asked 
the opportunity to about it, and university offic1als responded 
in tcrv tew Arch- by saying that the universtty transmits values 
btshop Weakland of that help students live in our society. They 
Milwaukee. I was say that through this value-centered edu-
1 assigned the article cation, non-Catholics are not forced to 
after the CN learned follow dogma and democratiC values arc 
he was to be John respected. 
Mark Schreiner Carroll University's I think they're right. 
Ed,for-~n·Chlef .92_.93 1992 commence- But the situation that the Faculty Forum 
mcnt speaker. addressed last Thursday and that Professor 
The assignment was particularly 1nter- Laurillen addresses on page four does not 
esting to me because Weakland had been fall withtn the values debate. 
the focus of much mediaanention ovcrthc In theca'ieofthe RA who may be notre-
past several years. After a quick library assigned because of expressmg publically 
search, I found that he had been intervJCwcd her opinion, university policy crosses the 
by marty major publications in this coun- boundary onto the hallowed ground of 
ll)'-including The New Yorker and the Wall American Rights. 
Street Journal- and as many in Europe. The Housmg Office has proposed bar-
During my tnterview w1th h1m, I asked him ring these employee-students from speak-
why Catholics both in the U.S. and around ingpublicly on issues such as birth control, 
the world saw him as a figure of contro· abortion, and homosexuality. In the secular 
versy. world that surrounds this campus and 
Lastweek'sFacultyForumwasmorethanagroupofprofessorscongregated "Bemg both Catholic and American contains our homes and our culture, these 
in the Science Building; it was the beginning of communication between all makes you a different kind ofCathohc," he issues are not closed. Debate is stiU open, 
levels of the university. When presented with the problematic issue of Resident said. As an example, he pointed to Ameri- and speech free. 
can Archbishop John Carroll, a prominent This barring action will hold the class-
Assistants' rights to freely express themselves, the Faculty Forum passed a patriot, who posited ideas such as parish room hostage and send this university in a 
resolution which will begin discussion and look for solutions. councils and Mass in the vernacular in the direction that it should not go. It will be 
By supporting a measure to develop "realistic and humane guidelines that late 18th century. He went on to explam denying its democratic values for Catholic 
ensure freedom of speech and discussion for all Residence Assistants," faculty that in the American Catholic's mind, our ones. 
members recognized students' rights to freely express themselves. The reso- democratic values of freedom and rights If these policies arc instituted and en-
are maJTied to our religious values of jus- forced, this university will have institu-
lution, however, clid not stop at head-nodding agreement on a philosophical Lice and tradiuon. tiona! suppression of free expression. It is 
issue. It presented a viable vehicle for the multi-level communication neces- The American Catholic mind is in con- a travesty that this might occur in America. 
sary to protect the right of expression at John Carroll. flict with itself. The Church asks obedience What makes it doubly so is that it should 
An ad hoc committee of the Faculty Forum which will hold discussions with and also hands down teaching. At the heart happen at a university. 
-fbeDi•OiP4 .R~Uf~ &be NWioilUI~/N''WH" &Pad=t~~~~!~~~~~pio.MIG..tll~~~~~em~~~c~d~~~~r.l~~~~ 
was established in the resolution. Such a committee provides a way for all rights and abso ute wrongs. are e troyc 10 a r 1 
ForCathohcs there arc subJects on whtch umvers1ty w1llceaseto grow as a intellectual 
involved to listen to the other Side, discuss unphcations and generate just the book is closed. Subjects like abortion, institution. My democratic values tell me 
standards for personal expression in all university forums. homosexuality, birth control, and the role it is unjust to snuff out voices. As a Jesuit-
Freedom of expression gains increasing importance as the nation attempts of women are such issues on which the trained student I see a case of injustice and 
to deal with AIDS, contraceptive issues, and basic human rights. From abortion Church has handed down unequivocal want to work to change H. 
c ~~in~ 
protests in Florida to calls from the Student Issues omminee and JUSTICE Conversely, Americans expect and de-
to wear red in suppon of gay and lesbian rights, issues which require thought mand that their rights remain intact and 
and discussion are becoming impossible to ignore. The Faculty Forum continue to expand. Count Catholic 
committee will facilitate the communication necessary to guarantee all mem- Americans among this group. Our demo-
bers of the Carroll community freedom of expression. cratic traditions demand public discussion 
As my last editorial, let me say that 
being Editor- in- Chief of this publication 
has been among the greatest adventures of 
my life. I believe, as tt was one of my 
original goals, I have helped make it better. 
Silence: A mask for the truth 
continued from page 1 
And the facts and the truth remain obscure. Their failure to commeRt clouds 
the issue and implies that they're hiding something. What other reason could 
there be for the seemingly conspiratorial silence? 
We have a right to know. TheRA's situation was discussed openly in the 
Faculty Forum, a public arena, and was used as the rationale for encouraging 
an exploration of student and RA rights. It is now of pubhc concern, vitally 
affecting all members of this community. 
Yet we are forced to speculate, nor know. Wouldn't an upfront, candid 
discussion of this suuation clarify the ambiguity? 
Just as the Faculty Forum is oying to initiate dialogue, these individuals are 
purposefully, knowingly and willfully hindering free inquiry and an attempt to 
find the truth. 
This year's newly hired RAs had to sign a letter of intent, prior to receiving 
a contract, which included three prerequisites. one of which states that the RA 
will "publicly support all University policies and refrain from using public 
forums to voice any disagreements with these policies." That is just wrong. 
No justification for this statement, or explanations for its inclusion, were 
given, since no one would talk. How can a university, any university, ask its 
staff to relinquish thetr personal opinions, beliefs and value systems to publicly 
support unspecified policies? ll1is is more th<U1 just not talking about 3M, as 
Joe Farrell stated. It is about a lt!arning environment which squelches varying 
opinions and spirited discussion. Without divergence and intelligent explo-
ration of all ideas by all members of the community, education becomes 
indoctrination. 
of controversial issues, demand equality 
betweert participants, demand a public 
right to decide issues through the vote or 
through elected representaLJves. These tra-
ditions are not a part of our Church. 
Given all these things, Catholic umver-
sities in America must suffer from a kind of 
institutional split-personality- at once 
standing on Catholic tradition and operat-
The Carroll News 
Meghan Gourley 
Editor-in-chief 




To the community I say you have chal-
lenged me and that it was a pleasure to serve 
you. To the many individuals who put out 
this paper, I send my thanks and state 
publically that I will miss serving you. 
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To the Editor, 
I have just finished reading The 
Carroll News 1ssue of March 24, 
1993. I am wnung to express my 
sadness after having read the spe-
cial feature article about birth con-
trol. 
I am sad because I believe that 
such an article is not appropriate in 
a student newspaper of a Catholic 
Jesuit institution. 
I am sad because any rebuttal to 
the article that I might pose would 
that might have been provided to 
the paper no longer be provided so 
that in addition to "academic 
freedom," the newspaper will have 
economic freed om as well. 
I resent having to take my time 
to write th1s leuer, but I bel1eve 
that it is about time that we re-
claim ourCathohc instituuons and 
that we speak clearly about tli~ 
Catholic position. 
Ronald J. Zucca 
Class of 1960 
be based in "archaic" thoughL I To the Editor, 
would have to cite Biblical refer- There have been many articles 
cnces; the magisterium of the in past CN issues that have been 
Church; and discussion that would written in poor taste, but none has 
include reason, good taste, rever- offended me more than your 
ence for the procreation acL, and "Special Feature" on contracep-
restraint. lives on March 25. I was so re-
I am sad because the students pulsed by the fact that you would 
who wrote the articles and many reserve three pages of the school 
who read them will not listen to newspaper to such a topic, that at 
any discussion because they pos- ftrsl, I wanted to just ignore it. 
scss "academic freedom." That is- However, I did read it because 
sue would be cited just as it was in I wanted to see exactly what you 
the editoria l rcgardi ng Fr. were saying. The article is morally 
Lavelle's statement about Mark and personally offensive to me 
Winegardner's short story pub- and many other students I talked 
lished in Playboy magazine. to about it The many procedures 
Since reason,logic, and appeal that Ms. Gourley described for us 
to common senses would not fare in detail arc not topics that a stu-
well; considering "academic dent at a Catholic university ex-
freedom;" I should like to make pects to read about in their school 
the following recommendations. newspaper, nor should he or she 
So that "academ1c freedom" may be subjected to it. 
be fastened and sustained I think The heading is particularly of-
thatJohn Carroll University should fensive since it reads "Preventing 
ask its name be removed from the Life ... ", as if life is something 
act of sexual intercourse is to pro-
mote hfc. The opemng reads, 
"Currently, the Church holds that 
sexual Intercourse outside of 
marnage is contradictOry to 
Catholic teaching." As if the 
church will someday change its 
pos1t1on and g1ve into the v1ew 
that it's okay to as long as you 
don't become pregnant and don' t 
contract a disease. That is utterly 
ridiculous. 
The article talks about absu-
nence and describes 1t as an "ex-
treme." First of all,I sec abstinence 
as a decision to live a moral life, 
not a form of birth control. Sec-
ondly, the term "extreme" implies 
that any normal person is sexually 
active and only strange or un-
natural people are not. Is that the 
kind of message you want to give 
to your readers? 
If so, that is insulting and 
senseless. Frankly, I am very sur-
prised that this article was allowed 
to be printed by the advisors or 
any other persons of authority in 
the first place. 
It is against the Catholic struc-
ture upon which this institution 
was founded, as the author herself 
admits. It has noplaceinourschool 
newspaper. 
I hope to see more tasteful ar-
ticles in your pages in the future. 
Lana A. Caserta 
Class of 1994 
SU meeting needs 
sense of order 
bannerof thisstudentpublicat.ion. inherently undesirable. Life is a To the Editor, 
Ialsobelievethatanyofficespace, precious gift from God for us to I am writing this letter regard-
equipment, materials, or supplies cherish. God's intention for the ing the Student Union meeting of 
RE S ERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEm WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh- By the time you have graduated from 
man or sophomore, you can still catch college, you'll have the credentials or 
up to your classmates by attending A • an Army officer. You '11 also have 
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a 'P the self-confidence and discipline 
paid six-week: summer course in it takes to succeed in college 
leadership training. and beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
m SMAilTESTCOLLEGE 
cotJBSEYOU CAN TAKE. 
FOR MORE INFO RMATIO N CONTACT : Captain Brown-Military 
Science Office- 2nd Floor of the RECPLEX 397-442 1 
Diabetes Associations. 
At approx1mately 10:45 p.m., 
JUSt as sales were p1cking up, an 
unidentified male student took it 
upon h1msclf to steal our back-
drop, a 9'x9' tie-dyed banner. Our 
booth was ncar one of the exit 
doors on the lower level. There 
were three Kmghts of Columbus 
members at that door actmg as 
security. 
March 23, 1993. At that meeting, 
Greek Councll president, M1ke 
Cardamone, tr1ed to defend the 
Fraternity of Iota Chi Ups1Ion. I, 
however, was offended and ap-
palled at the way he spoke to the 
Union. He had no nght,and 11 was 
unnecessary to usc vulgar lan-
guage when he was addressmg the 
Union. I was also highly appalled 
when he then went into a personal 
attack on a member of the Review 
Committee, which was totally 
uncalled for. 
I am a member of the Review 
Committee and I am also pledging 
Greek. I feel that his remarks and 
an embarrassment for not only the 
Greek. Counc1l, but all Greek or-
ganizations on campus. I hope m 
the future that the Greek system is 
better represented. 
The male fled through that door 
and proceeded torunouta fire exit 
that was guarded by two additional 
Knights of Columbus. Numerous 
people were standing around, but 
it seems that no one saw the thief. 
AsfortheiXY's,thcydefended 
themselves well. They were 
courteous, respectful, and main-
tained themselves in an orderly 
fashion when things seemed like 
they were going out of control. 
I can see why they have such a 
great tradition here on campus 
when they display such honor. 
Keep up the good work guys. 
Gordon Short 
President - Class of 1996 
ZTO experiences 
theft at fundraiser 
To the Editor, 
The Sisterhood of Zeta Tau 
One of our members overheard 
a conversation concerning the 
theft, but when she questioned the 
students, they suddenly k:new 
nothing about it. 
Since thtS was a fund-raiser for 
charity, we are thoroughly dis-
gusted with such behavtor. Our 
sorority invested a great deal of 
time and money in this banner. It 
was hand-sewn flannel that was 
professionally tie-dyed by a com-
pany in Washington, D.C. If this 
had been simply a sorority fund-
raiser our reaction may have been 
different, but we were there to 
raise badly needed funds for two 
important chanties. 
If anyone sees th1s banner, 
please call John Carroll Unlver-
slly secunty or the Un1vers1ty 
Heights Pohce Department, as 
both are aware of the theft If the 
John Carroll commun1ty is at least 
aware of the situation, atleastthe 
Omega partic ipated in thief will get no enjoyment from 
Carrollpaloo1.a lor a chanty lund he, ncw\y acquired banner. 
raiser. Our sororil)' was &akiD& 
pictures in order to raise money Tricia Malloy 
for the Muscular Dystrophy and Zeta Tau Omega Secretary 
' 
Everyday Kids 
'The k1ds I teach arc the cvervday 
kids-sometimes they're confuS<.'d, 
sometimes they're unsure of 
t hem:;cl vcs. 
"I want them to have mner fn.'<.-dom 
to be themsclvt~. I try to gwe them 
the educational tools that tht•y IK•t-d 
so they won't be prisoners of others, 
or pnsoners of the1r environment 
'111at's how I hve my rcdcmptl\l' 
c.lll; that's what m,ll..cs me wh.lt I 
am." 
~ .. ~~ 
We believe that Mercy works to free 
others! We're not only teachers; we 
serve in prisons, parishes, missions-
wherever human beings arc held 
captive by 1gnorance, poverty, or 
soc1al conditions We're not JUSt 
brothers and pncsts: we're 
1 Mercedarian Friars-
. the order of the BVM 
of Mercy. 
For more informatiOn, 
contac·t: 
The Vocational D1rt-'Ctor 
Order of the B\ M uf Mercy 
6398 Drexel Road 
Ph1ladclphin PA 19151-2596 
21 5-877-4858 
l 
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Working with difference strengthens the whole 
Dr. Paul Lauritzen~---
JCU Community 
W hen Richard 
problems; and on the sensitivity 
and judgment that prepare them to 
engage in responsible social ac-
tiOn." But I confess that, lately, I 
have been wondering. 
been published where it wa<;; when 
a RA is threatened with dismissal 
from the RA staff and may not yet 
be reappointed because she 
(anonymously) expressed her 
personal opinion in a Iew~r to The 
CN about the distribution of 
condoms on campus; when 
worth recalling; he insists that 
personal leadership is essential to 
creating and sustaining a fl!st rate 
Catholic un1versity. 
"Beg10nmgin 1952," McBrien 
writes, "when he inaugurated his 
35-year presidency, Ted 
ongoing and substantial contribu-
tions to the intellectual life of the 
campus, including its effort to 
provide reliable mformation about 
contraception and sexually trans-
mitted diseases. 
Also he could state in the stron-
gest possible terms, 
McBrien 
addressed the faculty last summer 
on the topic of Jesuit Education, 
he distinguished three typical types 
of i aculty members at Catholic 
Universities. 
First, there is the committed 
Catholic who sees his or her 
teaching as a direct expression of 
a faith commitmenL Second, there 
is the faculty member- frequently 
non-Catholic, but also frequently 
Catholic - who does not see 
teaching as an expression of faith, 
but who is in fact committed to 
many of the values at the heart of 
Catholic education. Finally, there 
is the faculty member who is 
teaching at a Catholic institution 
because it is the only or the best 
job available in a tight job market. 
It IS not that I have come to 
question my commitment to jus-
tice or to the freedom and dignity 
of the human person, nor that I 
now doubt the Church's or the 
University'scommitment toother 
aspects of the mission statement, 
for example, "to the transmission 
and extension of the treasury of 
human Icnowledge with the au-
tonomy and freedom appropriate 
to a university," or to scholarship 
representing a pluralistic society 
in which we live, or to a commu-
nity in which "[a)ll can participate 
freely in the intellectual, moral 
and spiritual dialogue necessary 
to the search" [for the integration 
of all knowledge]. 
the publication of basic 
infonnation about forms 
of contraception in The CN 
could be considered so in-
flammatory that it leads 1.0 
John Carroll seems almost 
daily to become more like a 
seminary than a university 
and establish as uni-
versity policy, that 
RAs,like all other stu-
dents, are free to ex-
press their personal 
opinions without fear 
In short, I have begun toques-
acts of vandalism against 
the facul ty advisor who 
approved the feature, then I have 
to wonder. 
W hy am I teaching here? If 
McBrien's schema has l<:d me to 
ask this question anew, in light of 
recent events on campus, his ad-
dress has also made clear why this 
question is troubling now in a way 
that it has not been before. 
A s someone raised 
and educated in the 
Catho lic Church and 
whose values and views 
deeply and profoundly 
shaped by the Church, I 
would have, until re-
I share the committment 
articulated in our mission 
statement . .. but lately I 
have been wondering 
Quoting the distin-
guished Jesuit, Michael 
Buckley, McB rien 
notes: " It is imperative 
that there be a strong 
Catholic voice in Jesuit 
universities, one that 
represents the richness cently, identified myself 
with McBrien's second type. I 
have great respect for the tradition 
of Catholic moral thought, and I 
share the commitment, articulated 
in our mission statement, to help-
mg students "to develop, synthe-
size, and live a value system based 
on respect for and critical evalu-
ation~ Ohmte\\eetua\, moral 
and spiritual principles which 
enable them to cope with new 
Lion whether I teach at a univer-
sity. 
When the president of the in-
stitution stands before the as-
sembled university community 
and announces that John Carroll is 
a Catholic school and, 1f you don't 
like it, leave; when he explains to 
a new~ aotumfttst.~
the faculty, why a shorr story is 
pornographic and should not have 
and interest of the Catholic intel-
lectual tradition in various disci-
plines and one that urges both 
order and questions the kind of 
knowledge that contributes this 
tradiuon." 
On the other hand, Buckley 
conunues, "If it is the only voice, 
you do not Mve a univet4hr, but, 
a seminary ... " 
McBnen makes one other point 
Hesburgh, in effect, refounded 
Nortre Dame as a real university, 
institutionally autonomous and 
committed to academic freedom ... 
And he accomplished it in a- way 
thatall great leaders do: by inspir-
ing all kinds of people with diver-
gent, and sometimes conflicting, 
interests to work together as one 
for the good of the whole." 
A s John Carroll seems al-
most daily to become more like a 
seminary than a university, we 
desperate! y need a leader who 
could, like Fr. Hesburgh, refound 
John Carroll as a real university 
by providing vision and leader-
ship. 
For when a student can be pun-
ished for expressing an opinion in 
the student newspaper, surely we 
are lost. Just as surely we need 
dec1sive leadership to reverse th1s 
trend. Fr. Lavelle could provide 
that leadership, but he will need to 
act~y~ . 
Among other things he could. 
publicly commend The CN for 1ts 
of reprisal from the 
university. 
He could convene a sympo-
sium on pornography and censor-
ship, at which he could articulate 
and defend in detail his views about 
pornography's harmful effects on 
women and men and why, there-
fore, pornography should not be 
protected speech at a Catholic 
university. 
These and similar actions could 
end our slide toward sectarianism 
and could insure that John Carroll 
will continue to be the first-rate 
university that Fr. Lavelle so fre-
quently and passionately says it 
is. 
If something is not done, how-
ever, I expect that more and more 
faculty may come to wonder why 
they are teaching here. 
For though many of us share 
the most basic commitments 
of Catholic Un1versity life, we 
have no interest in teaching either 
in a seminary or a glorified high 
~·· Dr. Launtzen is an Associate 
Professor of Religcous Studies 
Cotnmencetnent speaker selection needs clarification 
Curt Ross, Alex Splnos, 
Kerri Kutz._ and Christine Rees 
Outgoing Junior CIOSli Offlcefs 
We, as fonner class officers, realize the importance of 
commencement We felt it was our obltgation to our con-
stituents our class for the events that lay before us. Our top 
priority as Junior Class officers was preparation for com-
mencement, particularly in finding a speaker. There seems 
to be a misconception that we, as students, have a choice in 
who we have as commencement speaker. In reality, we do 
not have a choice. Our purpose m writmg th1s arucle •s to 
raise awareness to faculty, students, and admm1stration. so 
that we can all be equally mfonned of current policy 
concerning commencement speaker selection and itS inad-
equacies. 
Commencement is a celebrauon between faculty, stu-
dents, and administration for work done to recogniLe their 
dedication and effort over the past year. However, this is 
not happening.In September of 1992, we met with proper 
administration. We were told to g1veaprioritized list often 
speakers to the administration, noting that each speaker 
was a viable choice, and we had proper connections for 
each contact. We went to work, spending hours research-
ing contacts, and contacting administration to learn of 
other contaClS. As a stipend, the speaker IS given S I 000, 
which is not very much when it comes to getting a well 
recognized speaker. After much debate and hard work, we 
came up with the following list: Lee Iacocca who is ex-
ch3riman of Chrysler Corporation; Tony O'Reilly who is 
president of Heinz; Anton in Scalia who IS Supreme Court 
Justice; T1m Russcrt who IS a JCU alumru and NBC 
anchorman; Robert Casey who IS the governor of Pennsyl-
vania; 031) Trudeau who IS the wn ter of Doonesbury; 
Bernadine Heally who IS the head of the ~a tiona! Insutute 
of Health; Sarah Walters who is the head of University 
Hospitals; George Voinovich who is governor of Ohio; and 
Gerrison Keillor who is an author. 
Any of these candidates would have been an excellent 
chmce for our speaker, 10 a pnontlzed order. We had duect 
contact w1th two members of the Board of Trustees at 
Chrysler, one executive officer, as well as a close personal 
fnend of Mr. Iacocca. 
Our realization of our lack of cho1ce came over Christ-
mas break, when Governor Yoinov1ch was chosen. We 
realize that Voinovich is on our list, yet he was supposed 
to be considered after the primary e1ght. We were not gt vcn 
reason forth is choice. We were only told that the others on 
the list were not viable candidates. Why did we research 
and submit a list that could not be followed? 
At this point, we realized that it is notour university, but 
the administraUon's university. There is a lack of knowledge 
about the commencement speaker process. We are not the 
fiist class to experience problems with speaker selection. 
There needs to be a compromise that sets guidelines for 
future classes. The guidelines and rcgulauons need to be 10 
wnting for all to follow. 
We started early in our selection process so things 
would get done . .Is this type of university you knew you 
were coming to as a freshman? We have found that It was 
not the university we thought 1L was. On May 22, 1994 at 
commencement, remember the definition of commence-
ment, a new begmning. 
Thank God it is our new beginmng. 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 1 ~· 
0 0 
CaU 
BIRTHRIGHT ~ 2 0 Yc Lakewood Eucid Parma \ ~ 
~22-8·:~u-ne~;~-g~48-:;~-s;~oo I ~ o STUDENT 
!we Make Reading Affordable. 
Visit us for the very best prices in town on new 




--===-...... Great Looks 
"TRIVELU'S ROFFLER AT RANDAlL • 
"PARK AND ENTER"" BETWEEN 
KAUFMANN'S & DILLARD"S AT 
RANDALl PARK MALL 
WALK IN OR CALL 
I WE'RE SETTING THE TAE~~~COUNT 
0 IN 0 PAlM I [ R I OTHERS WILL FOLLOW ... 
salon MUST SHOW STLOENT 0 REGUI.AR PRICE SERVICES Ott Y. CAll FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH 




HALF BOQilQ RECORDS, 
PRICE IWM£\ZINES 
20125 VanAken Blvd. 
Shaker Heights 
283-4420 
We buy anything printed or recorded daily. 
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Seniors honor Tirpak 
with Beaudr Award 
Students may affect amount of grant 
Jennifer Shaffer 
News Writer ----
Anne Tirpak will be the re-
cipient of this year's Beaudry 
Award after two weeks of voting 
by the graduating class of 1993. 
The Beaudry Award JS named 
in honor of 1950 graduate Rob-
crt Beaudry, who dedicated his 
life to the service of others. He 
died ina plane crash shonl y after 
graduation, and the award was 
first given in 1951. 
"I was surprised that I won 
the award and I would have been 
happy either way it had gone," 
she said. "Knowing what the 
Beaudry Award stands for and 
what Bob Beaudry accomplished 
in his life makes me feel hon-
ored to be the recipient" 
The Beaudry Award recog-
nizes the outstanding service of 
a student in leadership, aca-
demic ach1evement, service to 
theJCUorciviccommunity,and 
Christian life. 
According to the Beaudry 
Award committee, Tirpak met 
and exceeded all of these quali-
fications. 
Tirpak has been a Resident 
Assistant for two years and the 
profileseditorofthe CN since her 
sophomore year. She is a senior 
class agent, the Irish Club Vice 
President, and was the Reunion 
Weekend Head Clerk last year 
Attention All JCU Students, 
Anne Tirpak·pbotoby a.n.~Wo , ...... >" 
and this year. She also has vol-
unteered her time with Project 
Gold, Meals on Wheels and 
taught on an Indian Reservation 
in South Dakota. "It was a great 
to experience Native American 
Culture first hand and 1 wished 
it could have lasted longer." 
Tirpak was also recently ac-
cepted in the Jesuit Volunteer 
Corps in the Northwest and will 
begin her one year obligation 
shonly after graduation. 
Tirpak said she hopes the job 
she receives wi U entail teaching 
so she can decide if that is the 
career she wants. 
"I'm going to graduate with 
a degree in Communications and 
I hope that the JVC experience 
will help me decide if I should 




On March 30, the Ohio House 
of Representatives approved the 
state budget bill by a vote of 68-
31, which increased the Ohio 
Student Choice Grant (OSCG) by 
$4.6 million. 
Gerard Sheehan, director of 
Public Affairs for John Carroll 
University, is currently "urging 
the Senate to suppon the level of 
funding passed by the House, and 
consider raising it." 
The House increased the 
amount of the grant to $599 dur-
ingl994 and $651 during 1995. 
The decision as to whether this 
amount will increase or decrease 
lies in the hands of the Ohio State 
Senate. 
Sheehan is hopeful that the 
Senate will increase the amount of 
the grant. He stressed that stud ems 
can directly affect the amount that 
they will receive from the grant in 
the future. 
"The important thing for stu-
dents to do now is to write to their 
representative~;· said Sheehan. 
Currently, the grant amount is 
$565 per student. The authorized 
level of funding should be $651. 
This figure represents 25 percent 
of the average subsidy that sup-
ports an undergraduate student 
attending a public university. The 
OSCG must be refunded every 
two years, when Governor 
Voinovich proposes a budget to 
the General Assembly, which JS 
responsible for appropnating 
funds. Under the current budget 
proposal, students will receive 
only $568 in 1993-1994 and S571 
in 1994-1995. 
"I strongly encourage students 
to send letters or to call theU' rep-
resentative," said Phil Kangas, 
president of the Student Umon. 
"Over 60 percent of JCU's stu-
dents arc from Ohio, so this issue 
should be taken seriously." 
Kangas said the SU has passc.d 
a bill and provided students wit.h 
~mple letters in order to help 1.0 
suppon the raising of the OSCG. 
According to a flyer which 
President of the University, the 
Award 
continued rrom page 1 
He received his bachelor's and 
master's degree from JCU and his 
Ph.D. for physics from Case Insti-
tute of Technology. 
Trivisonno said he was not cx.-
pecting to receive the award. "1 
was surprised. I know from being 
here full-time there are many mor·e 
worthy faculty members," said 
Trivisonno. 
Selection of the award is based 
on nominations from students, 
faculty, alumni, and other mem-
Rev. Michael Lavelle, distributed 
among JCU students, the purpose 
of the OSCG is to offer choice for 
Ohio students who wish to auend 
college. The grant helps to offset 
the price difference between a 
' toor-year independent college and 
a public university. 
Also, the grant encourages 
students to remain in Ohio for 
their higher education instead of 
seeking educauon m another state. 
Taxpayers benefit from this pro-
gram because nearly 65 percent of 
student<; who receive a degree from 
an mdependcnt Ohio college re-
main in Ohio, which contributes 
the slate's well-being. 
Sheehan expects a decision 
from the Senate in April or May. 
bees of the community who WISh 
to make a nomination. 
Tnvisonno teaches courses 
from freshman physics for science 
students to courses on the gradu-
ate level. Tnvisonno enjoys all 
aspects of teaching. "I like inter-
acung with students and watching 
them develop and grow," said 
Triv1sonno. 
Trivisonno was recently hon-
ored by the American Physical 
Society and is pleased by bmh 
awards. "I heard awards are like 
babies. You don't know when 
they are coming. But. the last one 
is closest to the heart," said 
Trivisonno. 
Dance marathon is an event focused on raising money for various charitable organizations. This 26 hour event entails much planning and will 
only be sucessful with your help and ideas. The 5th dance marathon has been scheduled for March 10-12 of 1994. At this time we are 
looking for co-chairpersons of the various committees required to make a dance marathon happen. Committee members will be sought at a 
later date. The initial planning process must begin to insure a successful dance marathon. Below is a brief description of all the committees. 
If you have any questions please feel free to call Kevin Biacsi at 371-1535 or Lisa Heckman at 397-6601. 
Activities-Planning games, events and themes for the dancers participation in cooperation with the public relations committee . . 
Booklet-Publish a prognm for the marathon, includes selling advenisments to area merchants, university departme:nts, patrons, and student 
organizations. 
Booth-Encourage student organizations to sponsor concession stands and games during the weekend. 
Couples-Responsible for all dance couples prior to and during the event. Distributes marathon T-Shirts, registers dancers, and informs 
dancers of the weekends activities. 
First Aid-Attend to minor medical needs of the dancers during the event. 
Food-Arrange meals and snacks for the dancers. 
Fundraising-Fundraise from area merchants, alumni, and anyone willing to donate! 
Physical-Physical preparation for the weekend. (Decorations, Clean Up, Etc.) 
Prize-Soliciting prizes from area merchants and anyone else willing to share! 
Publicity-All advertisment and promotional activities for the event. 
Public Relations-Arrange disc jockies and celebrity personalities to make guest appearances during the event in cooperation with the themes 
and games of the activities committee. 
NAME. ____________________________ __ PHONE. ___________________ _ 
ADDRESS __________________________________________________ . ____ __ 
COMMITIEE OF INTEREST ___________________________________________ _ 
To assist us in our selection of chairpersons please give us a brief summary 
of your interest in this position on the reverse side of this sheet. 
Return to Lisa Heckman in the Dean of Students Office by Friday, April 23, 1993 
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rum looks into passlfajl, evaluations Proposal 
paSS/Iall option has compiled since 
the previous March meeting. "We 
recommend that the paSS/fail op-
tion be limited to juniors and se-
niors and will not be able lO be 
used for CORE courses," sa1d 
Eslinger. 
Eslinger added that in spite of 
this proposal, all the other poli-
cies regarding the OptiOn will re-
rnain the same as previously. 
CurrentJy, thcsubcommiuce is 
looking 1nt0 the pao;s/fail polic1es 
tt other J esun univers1t1es to com-
pare. There is no defmne date as 
lb when a dec1s1on will be made 
~egarding this option but the 
ommiuce hopes to have any 
hanges that may be 1mplememed 
Ill\ effect for Fall , 1993. 
The next issue of concern was 
student evaluations. All of the 
faculty members who expressed 
the1r v1ews seem to be in favor of 
student evaluations as a way for 
them to improve the1r teaching. 
The question, however, is how 
these evaluauons should be used. 
Whether or not they should be 
used by deans or department chairs 
when reviewing a professor for a 
promotion, or by a student when 
opting what professor to take for 
a certain course was the contro 
versy. 
Lawrence C1ma, of econimcs 
and fmance. and Robert Kolesar, 
of mathematiCS and computer 
sc icnce, spoke on the two sides of 
the issue. 
Cima said that student ratings 
were necessary to develop better 
teaching, and probably a good 
way for others to Judge the value 
of a professor's teaching. 
However, Cima said that he 
has "a grave concern that 1f we 
only focus on student raungs, we 
are going to cut out classroom 
integrity and academic excel· 
lence." 
Cima then called for a univer-
sity-wide look intO this "complex 
and v~ry sensiti ve area." 
Kolesar also believes that stu-
dent evaluations arc a valuable 
means of 1mproving teaching. He 
gave a brief htStol) of them, and 
mentioned how the Student Union 
did publish a book of student 
evaluauons for students' use dur-
ing the I 970s. 
Kolesar thinks that the concen-
trauon should be s1mply on the 
improvement of teach1ng, and 
nothing else. "We generally favor 
student evaluations but we do not 
think they should be used by chair-
persons or deans," said Kolesar. 
The d1scussion conunued until 
the meeting had to be concluded, 
as it had reached the ninety minute 
time limit. 
continued from page 1 
Clearly, next year 's RAs will 
not have the nght to voice their 
opinions in public forums, as stu-
denL<; who have been chose to be 
RAs have already signed a letter 
of intent which states: "1 will 
maintain my pos1110n as a role 
model for my peers which consti-
tutes following all rules and regu · 
lauons of the Un1vcrsity. Thio; 
mcludes publicly supporting all 
University policies and refraining 
from using pubhc forums LO voice 
any disagreements with these 
pohcies." 
Millor Orator intends to address issues in speech 
DcanofStudentsJoscphFarrcll 
said that he docs not believe that 
this violates future RAs' First 
Amendment rights. "If you work 
for Xerox, you should not say 
thmgs about 3M," he said. 
According to Byrnes, next 
year's contracts have not been 
drafted. She would not comment 
any further on the topic, and Vice 
President of Student Affairs James 
Lavin reserves comment until he 
can gather more information. 
Suzannah Montz ...... .,._ 
News Writer 
Senior Lamarr Saxton has been 
chosen to represent the senior class 
as the Millor Orator during the 
May 23 graduation ceremonies. 
Saxton's speech was chosen 
from ten senior competitOrs. "It 
has to do with life," said Saxton. 
Dealing with integration, rac-
ism, and Martin Luther King, Jr. as 
some topics, hedescribesitas "very 
philosoph1cal and theological. It 
stresses reality and the thmgs that 
should be talked about but aren' t 
for some reason. It discusses is-
sues that people believe have been 
resolved. Society is satisfied, but 
personally, I'm noL" 
Saxton said his speech will be 
different, but he feels secure in its 
differences. He believes hls mes-
sage is one that needs to be heard. 
"Some people may be shaken be· 
cause some of my statements are 
strong," said Saxton. "I'm very 
happy. I can go out [of Carroll) 
w1th a bang." 
During h1s time at Carroll , 
Saxton has been a member of the 
wresting team all four years. He 
leu.cred three of those years. A 
pre-med major and active ROTC 
member, he was absent from 
Carroll during the spring S(~mes­
ter of 1991 while he was serving 
in the Persian Gulf War. Pres-
entJy, he is a tutOr for children 
with psychological problems at 
Canterbury Elementary School 
and is a summer instructor at a 
military camp in Wisconsin. 
Saxton plans to enhance his 
knowledge of the sciences by at-
tcndingpost-baccalaureateschool after graduation and then he will 
Contractual ambiguity has left 
uncertain whether or not current 
RAs have the right to voice their 
opinions in public forums. 
-----------------------------------.., attend Southern I IIi no is 
The contract which RAs have 
signed states: "I realize that the 
Resident Assistant is a role model 
for the actions of many students. 
Therefore, my personal actions, 
opinions, and regard for the Uni· 
versi ty, its policies and regulations 
ceo••• -~with-the 
performance of my rcsponsibtlt 
lies as a Resident Assistant as 
outJined by the Director of Resi-
dence Life.'' 
Taking the LSi\T? 
I 
your way 
to the right 
answer. 
To get your highest possible LSAT score, you must: 
Discern the point and logic of arguments. Explain 
what you read. Understand how rules order and limit 
ttt•t you can ace the 
LIAT with •fmmloka 
and •hort c:uta-and • 
trtott c:all•ct •cracitlnv ... 
They're wron•· On the 
LSAT, you will ftOt be 
the universe. Construct a writ-
ten position. 
These are the thinking skills 
required of a legal mind. Skills 
tested by the LSAT. Sk ill s 
taught by Kaplan. And only 
Kaplan. 
Call us to .tign up for intelligent LSAT Prep 
(216) 491-8228 
KAPLAN 
The •nswer to the test question 
University's School of Medicine 
in August or 1994. 
Saxton said his pnmary goal 
with his speech is LO bring every-
one in the Carroll community to-
gether. He wants people to go on 
from Carroll but remember their 
roots from both college and where 
they came from before college. He 
said he believes the class of 1993 
and future graduating classes have 
an important future ahead of them. 
"The more I think about things, I 
fiiTTlly believe our generation will 
bring the biggest change because 
we will start the change," Saxton 
said. 
In a memorandum to Byrnes, 
Lavm and Farrell, Faculty Forum 
Chrur Jerry Moreno stated that he 
intends to form the ad hoc com· 
mittee by Friday, April 23, " ... so 
to give the commiucc an opportu· 
nity to organize, meet with you, 
and perhaps even hold an open 
hearmg before the semester ends." 
The ad hoccommittcewill then 
present its findings to the Faculty 
Forum. 
Check out our new 
Appetizer Menu! 
Hot Wings • Asparagus Pannesan • Portobello 
Mushrooms • Cajun Sluimp • Chicken Kabobs • 
Stuffed Hot Peppers • Fried Ravioli 
• Garlic Cheese Bread • Bruschetta 
• Chicken Sausage + Red Peppers 
Monday &Tuesday: 
15¢Wings 8-Close 
IHifo\P PV IHIOU IR: 4 -S Moll1ldat~-
1Fridat~"i 5% off w / ccUsgs ~ ID 
321-7272 • Fairmount Circle 
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How anxiety precipitates illness 
When student health is compromised pea ted, mtrusive thoughts) or compulsive \>4~­
haviors (repeated, insignificant acllons). These 
thoughts and actions are experienced m order 
to prevent some anxiety-provoking event, 
which in most cases, actually has litlle, if 
anything, to do with the event1tself. 
Marti Keyes, M.Ed. 
Special to The Carroll News 
Anxiety isapanofeveryday life. Everyone 
suffers from it and yet the concept is poorly 
understood by most people beyond pop psy-
chological terms. Anxiety has been an adap-
tive tool throughout the ages as a means of 
heightening awareness and readying the body 
for action. 
When we think of the anxiety our bodies 
experience driving in blizzard conditions or 
when we see a snake it is easy to see how it can 
be beneficial. It can protect us from danger. 
However, when thegroupofbodily sensations 
we call anxiety ceases to become helpful and 
actually decreases our ability to function, 
anxiety can be considered a mental disorder. 
Anxiety out of control can impair 
physical health, increase or decrease 
activities to extremes, and cause 
emotional paralysis. Anxiety disor-
ders refer to a group of illness: pho-
bias, panic reactions, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, and obsessive com-
pulsive disorders. 
These disorders are the most com-
mon form of mentaVemotion distur-
bance, and are also the most successfully 
treated. 
Most of us, at one time or another, 
have experienced a mild form of general-
ized anxiety disorder. We call it being 
"nervous." It may refer to a specific trigger 
(such as final exams), or an overwhelming, 
but undefmable sense of anticipation. This 
general anxiety is often accompanied by impa-
tience, irriaabmty, and an increase in distract-
ibility. 
Panic disorder is similar to general anxiety 
but with increased intensity and no apparent 
trigger. Victims of panic attacks feel an over-
whelming sense of terror accompanied by 
concomitant physical sensations such as 
shortness of breath, tingling, fainmess, and 
heart palpitations. Because sufferers cannot 
predict when the attacks will occur, many find 
themselves most panicked about having the 
attacks. 
Phob1as are anx1ety mcreased one step 
further until the anxiety-provoking situation 
is avoided entirely. The most common pho-
bias are social phobia(fearofbeing watched), 
agoraphobia (fear ofbcmg alone or in a public 
place with no means of convenient escape), 
and simple phobia (fear of specific situations 
or objects such as airplanes or spiders). A 
major problem in treating phobias is the fact 
that individuals 
Common obsession focuses on hurting oth-
ers or violating socially acceptable standards. 
Cleaning, checking, and spelling/counting are 
common compulsions. This disorder is usu 
ally chronic and the most difficult to treat a 
the compulsions may often be generall 
positively valanced, such as cleanin avoid ore~­
cape from 
frighten- ~ 
ing ~x- 'ft ~· ~ ' 
peTI- Pz. ,.) 
~  andbeingperfectionisticaboutone' 
~ y i/. work. 
~ / What does aU of this have to dD 
with final exams? A significantnum 
ber of srudents report anxiety associate..: • with test-taking. While some degree o ~. ' 
anxiety is necessary to gear up srudents (( 
J smdy, too much anxiety can be paralyzing and 
cause students to engage in avoidance behav 
iors rather than study. In the extreme, il 
, ,_-- ' causes mental blocks during the exam itself, 
Post-trauma tic stress 
disorder is characterized by intense anxiety 
as a result of a traumatic event in the past 
Most commonly associated with war veterans 
and rape victims, people who suffer from 
PTSD re-experience the event that traumatized 
them through nightmares, emotional anes-
thesia, and hypervigilance. 
Surprising to most people, obsessive com-
pulsive disorder is a function of unchecked 
anxiety. Victims attempt to cope with their 
anxiety by associating it with obsessions (re-
Things like regular exercise and th<' 
overall state of one's fitness-endurance, 
strength, and maintenance, can be very 
influential in how well students handle 
stress and anxiety. 
Starting to sound familiar? 
Fear not! The counseling center will 
sponsor a free group lecture on test-anxi-
ety at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, April27. 
Aptly Limed right before finals! The 
lecture will be approximately one hour in 
length and will elaborate on the mechanics 
of the anxiety response while giving lots of 
suggestions on how lO combatlhts al!1tcuon. 
Because we cannoc predicr the number o~· 
students who will respond to this offer, sched-
uling a sizeable conference room at this time is 
tenuous at best Anyone interested in auending 
should make a reservation by calling the coun-
seling center at 397-4 341 by Apri122 at 4 p.m. 
Students with reservations will be notified of 
the lecture location later that week. 
Keyes is a Doctoral intern from Kent 
State University . She is currently work-





50/50 Raffle, to benefit the 
MarchofDimes,ll a.m.- I p.m. 




tacular , 2-6 p.m. on Wasmer 
Field, sponsored by the School 
of Business. 




berJ, J p.m. 
Lecture, George Kanoti on 
Bio Ethics, 7 - 9 p.m. in the 
Jardine Room, sponsored by the 
Honors Program. 
WEDNESDAY, 28 
Meeting, Irish Club, officer 
elections, 9:30p.m. in the Jardine 
Room. 
question of the week: ''What is your dream 
summer job?" 
Anyone interested 
ina writing, editing, 
and / or photogra-
phy position for 
the 93-94 academic 
year, please stop in 
The Carroll News 
and let u s know! 
Make people think!! 
Bethany Ross 
Junior 
"Go!flg to Peru. working as 
a lifeguard on the beacn -
for The tan, of course." 
Molly Cassidy 
Sophomore 
'Workin' the beer tent at 
the Indian's game." 
...__ ___ _ 
M ary Kay Hirsch 
Senior 
"Bartender on the Love 
Boat." 
F . Erol Gurel 
Freshman 





"Getting manied and 
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Women become India's new untouchables 
Paisley Shafer Dodds 
World V:ew wnter 
Mahatma Gandh 1 's doctrine of 
non-violence and equality has 
long been forgollen in the minds 
of many East Indian men. 
The status of women in 100ia 
strikes a frightemng parallel to 
the "untouchables" of the Hindu 
caste system. Not only has the 
overall status of women in India 
declined since 1974, but numer-
ous reports of disappearances, 
murders, increases of female in-
fanticide and dowry burnings have 
all skyrocketed. 
I 
Graphoc by Broan Bdenhne and PJ Hruscllak 
only requires susp1c1ous deaths to 
bc~nvestigated Within seven years 
of the marriage. 
Beyond seven years, deaths 
rarely are investigated by police 
officials. With the case of infanu-
cide, many female 1nfant deaths 
arc v1ewed as fortunate mishaps 
by local officials and are seldom 
questioned. In events such as po-
lice tortures. it is the policeofficials 
who are respons1ble for reported 
tortures of women and hence. it is 
unlikely that they would admit it, 
let atone prevent it 
In short, it is difficult for a 
not earth-shattering enough in the 
cases of human rights abuses 
against women? 
The answer to this last ques-
tion can be seen clearly tn the 
news coverage and in foreign 
pol icy. For example, none of these 
reports of missing women or sys-
tematic murders ever made the 
front page. I often wonder what 
the news priority would have been 
1f a Census report showed 2.5 
men to be missing. 
Ina 1991 UnitedStatcscensus 
report, researchers conf t.rmed that 
in India alone, there arc 2.5 mil-
lion women "missing," but this 
report isn't referring to missing 
socks or missing teeth, it's talk-
ing about 2.5 million human 
beings gone - not accounted 
for. 
In India alone, there are 2.5 million missing women. 
• government who consists of only 
eight percent female Parliament 
members to challenge and change 
a society that has built a tradition 
out of abusing women's human 
rights. Perhaps it is the responsi-
bility of other nations to protect 
basic human rights when they are 
ignored and abused. After all, in 
1991 the United States did appro-
priate S59 million dollars in eco-
nomic aid to India. 
Perhaps there is some truth to 
Noam Chomsky's theory that the 
media portray the populations of 
client nations to the United States 
as "unworthy" victims. Or per-
haps it just depends how similar 
they are to Anglo-Saxon culture 
and appearance. 
These disappearances can 
largely be attributed to India's 
many traditions that consistently 
jeopardize women's health and 
confine them to an inferior status. 
For example, in many regions 
in India, paying a dowry for a 
daughter is a common practice of 
matrimony. But for 90 percent of 
East Indians, poverty is wide-
spread and coming up with a 
dowry can be a difficult. if not 
impossible feat 
Many Indians instead select 
an "easier" alternative. They sim-
ply discard their daughtersatbirth. 
'Minyaremalnourithedmtil they 
die; others are not given prompt 
medical care. This widespread 
practice of infanticide explains 
why girls' mortality rate between 
the ages of one month and two 
years is twice that of boys. 
Another problem in India 
which has led to an unbalanced 
ratio of males to females (92.9 
females for every 100 males) is 
the growing use of amniocentesis 
for sex selection. A recent United 
Nation study found that of 8,000 
abortions done in Bombay after 
amniocentesis, only one had been 
of a male fetus. 
Although these reports con-
cluded that the use of amniocen-
tesis for sex selection only ac-
counted for a small percentage of 
India's m1ssmg females, the once 
urban practice of amniocentesis is 
now spreading to India's rural ar-
eas which may have a great im-
pact on further census studies. 
A third equally horrific tradi-
tion that remains in practice today 
in India is "bride burnings" or 
dowry burnings. In India's system 
of arranged marriages, brides are 
often regarded only as sources of 
dowry income. In other cases. 
women are confined to roles of 
servitude, often serving not only 
their husbands, but also their 
husband's family. 
Many times it is the husband's 
family who plays a key role in 
bride burnings. When the marriage 
goes bad, the husband's family 
may decifte10 getTtd f'A 1tle ,mb-
lem by geuing rid of the bride. 
Sometimes women may be poi-
soned fll'St; other times. they are 
doused with gasoline and burned 
alive. 
In addition to domestic murders 
of women, Amnesty International 
reported that hundreds of pregnant 
women and children were sys-
tematically murdered while in the 
custody of police. The report 
charged that many of the victims 
were collectively suspended from 
ceilings in jail cells and given 
electric shocks, others were 
stabbed in their abdomens, while 
others had their legs crushed with 
street rollers. 
While Indian government of-
ficialsdeny these claims, the report 
It is time to start 
thinking about 
your future ... 
• do you need cash? 
•experience? 
If you are a student with an interest in 
selling, here's your opportunity 
to see if it is the right career for you. 
Inquire at the Carroll News 
Contact :Wendy or Jen 
added that these types of system-
atic tortures of women are com-
mon, especially in areas of anned 
insurgency. 
It is unconscionable for most 
people to imagine a government 
ignoringthesehorrificcrimes. But 
for the Indian government many 
of these "crimes" are only crimes 
to Westerners. In the case of dowry 
deaths for example, Indian law 
I suppose the more appropriate 
question would be "Is equality an 
ambiguous tenn?" Is it only a 
Western ideaJ?-OR is it simply 
Whatever your theory is on 
why these human rights abuses 
have been nearly invisible in the 
American media, the fact remains 
that India is one country that has 
supported it by paying $59 mil-
lion in taxes. 
Isn't it time that governments 
start valuing equality before for-
eign policy is drafted and aid is 
appropriated? 
Japan sees combative relations with U.S. 
T.R. Reid 
eJ993. The Washington Post 
TOKYO - Reacting with 
roughly equal measures of shock 
and pride to Friday's tough White 
Hous.e m~& .. between Presi-
,_ .... r.uute_. 
Kiichi Miyazawa,Japanesegovern-
mentandopinionleOOe:s this past 
weekend proclaim~:d the birth 
ofam<reequalandlll()(1~combative 
e.ra of U.S.-Japm relations. 
"We'veenteredanccaoffight-
ingwithrealswords,"lhenational 
newspaper Asahi Shim bun edito-
rialized. This idiom, meaning a 
serious struggle. is taken from the 
samurai era, when warriors used 
wooden swords for martial arts 
but switched to the real thing 
when it came time to cut each 
other up. 
"America and Japan have 
entered a new relationship 
with no sugarcoatinr,, equal-to-
equal and adult-to-adult," the 
Asahi said, in a comment 
echoed widely. 
There was aconsistentelement 
of CJjnton-bashing in the reaction 
here, as Japanese commentators 
said the president's tough com-
ments and his administration's call 
SUI" VJ" o · vn 
trade amounted to overkill. 
"He could create a backlash 
in Japan's govenurent and indus-
try," said political commentator 
y oichi Masuzoe. 
Like sportscasters showing in-
stant replays over and over again, 
TV news shows here played and 
replayed the scene at last Friday's 
joint White House press confer-
ence when Clinton seemed to 
glower down at the much shorter 
Miyazawa while the prime min-
ister declared that his country would 
not accept demands fer "managed 
trade" from 100 American side. 
Several commentators com-
pared that scene to the moment at 
the start of a sumo match when 
the two wrestlers glare at each 
other in an effort to intimidate 
the opponent 
All of this coverage empha-
sized the point that seemed most 
striking here: that Clinton and 
Miyazawaspoke like equals, each 
For JaPan, thi; was a fairly 
striking development. This 
country has acted as a kind of 
"little brother" 10 the United 
States since the end of World 
War II, and the unequal status has 
been acutely felt now that Japan 
has emerged as an economic su-
perpower. 
"The U.S. trade deficit is not 
necessarily the fault of Japan," 
Muto said, according to news re-
ports here. 
"There are also a lot of 
(American brand) imports that 
are manufactured overseas." 
When Japanese buy these 
American brands, Muto said, they 
don'tshow up in the trade data as 
imports from the United States. 
PLAY FREE 
WITH A COLLEGE I.D. 
every Wednesday 
Play pool free at Jillian's in the Flats every 
Wednesday with a valid college i.d. 
On the West Bank of the Flats 
1148 Main Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44113 
216-57 5-0300 
OFFER EXPIRES 5-31-93 • 21 and over, special events excluded. 
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U.S. to defend dominant 
position in global flights 
Richard M. Weintraub other citiec; around the world. 
e 1993. The Wosh111gton Post "This lund of a treaty is OK for 
WASHINGTON - From us," Auali said. "Why for them 
France to Germany to Japan to 
Australia, the power of U.S. air-
lines m the international market-
place is being chaJlenged, and 
Transportation Secretary Federico 
Pena opens his main defense of 
their position Monday in London. 
The treaty governing U.S. air 
travel with France appears likely 
to end next month, after France 
renounced the accord. This would 
force diplomatS to negotiate rightS 
for flightS with every change of 
season in air travel, creating the 
potential for chaos in scheduling. 
Top Gennan airline officials 
are calling on their country to take 
similar steps. 
Japan and Australia, mean-
while, have placed limitS on the 
rightS of American airlines but 
have not yet enforced them. 
It all adds up to an assault on 
one of the international trade 
success stories ofU.S. industry-
the dominant position of U.S. 
airlines on many major interna-
tional air routes. 
In July 1992,forcxample, U.S. 
carriers flew 58 percent of the 
flightS between the United States 
and Britain,60percenttoand from 
Japan, 61 percent to and from 
Germany and 71 percent between 
the United States and France. 
and not for us .... We like compe-
tition, but we prefer managed 
competition to the Jungle." 
Attali said he spoke with Pena 
about putting his views on the 
future of international aviauon 
before the commission President 
Clinton has named to study the 
problems in the U.S. airline indus-
try. 
The focu-; on the treaty with 
Britain is why Pena is headed for 
London. Rather than keep the 
agreement with Britain in place as 
a goal for others to seek, he wantS 
a new accord, he said in an inter-
view before leaving. 
Part of the message tha< went 
along with the recent approval of 
a British Airways PLC investment 
in USAir Groups Inc. "was our 
interest in renegotiating what we 
consider to be a restrictive agree-
ment," Pena said. "We are trying 
to demonstrate to other trading 
partners who have indicated an 
interest in similar restrictions that 
we do not support them." 
British Transportation Secre-
tary John MacGregor is expected 
to press for increased opportuni-
ties for foreign investment in U.S. 
airlines, according to British re-
ports. 
The biggest U.S. airlines, 
While economic hard times in meanwhile, have mounted chal-
Europe and Japan arc cuuing 
deeply into revenue from these 
routeS, nonnaUy they are money-
makers that add to the "services" 
surplus in the U.S. international 
trade accountS. 
lenges of their own to the British, 
seckmg new access 10 London's 
Heathrow AUport. bul they are 
presenting anything but a united 
front. American Airlines, for ex-
ample, has challenged a push by 
But other countries want more United Air Lines for a Chicago-
of that action. London night, a generally profit-
"Enough is enough," Air ableroutcwhichAmericanalrcady 
France chairman Bernard Attali flies. 
said in an interview this weekend. 
Lufthansa Chairman Juergan 
Weber said in a recent interview 
with London's Financial Times 
that his airline could not return to 
profitability as long as U.S. carriers 
flew into Germany virtually with-
out restriction. 
Routes and numbers of inter-
national flights are controlled by 
individual governments through 
treaties, in contraSt to most U.S. 
domestic flights, which no longer 
are under government control. 
A cancellation of the U.S.-
German air treaty would cre-
ate "a position where both 
partners can start off on an 
equal basis," he said. 
In each case, the European car-
riers are looking to an accord ne-
gotiated between Britain and the 
United States more than a decade 
ago that locks in an array of 
limits on access to the British 
market and from Britain to 
While the talks in London will 
set the tone for a transatlantic air 
war, Pena in the interview un-
leashed another attack on Japan, 
which has uniJateraJJy sought to 
limit the number of passengers 
that Northwest Airlines and United 
can pick up in Japan on flightS 
from the United States to Austra-
lia via Japanese airportS. 
"In the past the Japanese have 
indicated we have not had com-
petitive productS to market there," 
he said "Here where we have an 
example of a competitive product, 
the market now is being closed. 
That is inconsistent on the part of 
the J apanesc." 
Pena is tackling a1J these issues 
without the help of top aviation 
policy-makers. The post of assis-
tant secretary for airline issues, 
which may be split into two posi-
tions covering domestic and inter-
national issues, is stuck in the 
White House, sources said. 
EWS QUIZ NEWS QUIZ NEWS QUIZ 
1.) President Boris YeltSin 
ordered an investigation into 
charges that senior Russian 
government officials are 
helping _ flourish. Vice 
President Alexander RutSkoi 
made the accusations. 
, a) corrupuon; b) gambling; 
c) drugs; d) other countries 
2.) Pohcc and rioters clashed 
as millions of_ stayed home 
from work out of respect for 
liberation movement leader 
Chris Hani who was killed. 
a) Guatemalans; b) Africans; 
c) South Africans; d) Haitians 
An"'""" l) •: 2) c 
Ccmpiled by: SlleJWnie Slaniaa 
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Rape camps set up by Serb leader 
Roy Gutman station. Muslim women victims conquer the town and gave the 
el993. NeWSdoy-- satd they complained about the orders to "cleanse" Foca of aU 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia- rouune raping to the police, but non-Serbs,abroadarrayofwit-
Herzegovina-Usingflashhghts police said they had no power 10 nesscssaid. Thcysetupconcen-
and torches of lighted paper, the intervene. tration camps and rape camps, 
Serb military police stole through Power in Foca had been set zed and on their orders, Serb forces 
the darkened indoor sportS center by three top associates of Bosnian destroyed the mosques and 
in search of female victims. Serb leader Radovan Ka.radzic. nearly every other sign of half a 
Each night they selected lOor Vclibor Ostojic, a minister in millennmm of Muslim culture, 
more Muslim women. The men Karadzic's breakaway govern- according to a variety of gov-
led them at gunpoint to a nearby mcnt, and two other close aides, ernment and Muslim sources. 
house and raped them, witnesses Vojislav Maksimovic and Petar Karadzic said in a telephone 
and vtctims said. One 27-year- Cancar, organized the military interview earlier this week that 
old woman told Newsday she assaultonFocainApril l992,andl he had no knowledge of sys-
was raped up to six times a night took charge of the town, even tematic rape anywhere in Secb-
Another woman was raped in the Stationing their own guards in conquered Bosnia. "We know 
hall in view of the others held front of the police station. of some 18 cases of rape alto-
there, witnesses said Until now, reports on "ethnic gethcr, but this was not orga-
The site of these crimes, cleansing" have focused on the nizedbutdonebypsychopaths." 
knownasthePartizansportshall, men and women who imple- hetoldNewsday.Oaimsofmass 
wasinthecenterofFoca,asmall, mentedthe]X>licy-paramilitary rapes were "propaganda ... de-
predominantly Muslim town in groups led by self-promoting na- signed .. by "Muslim Mullahs," 
eastern Bosnia. At times, it was tionalistsfrom neighboring Serbia he added. 
used as a transit faci lity for aided by local Serb extremistS. In A special mission of the Eu-
women and children about to be Foca, the paramilitaries wore ropean Community estimated 
deported from the town. But for camouflage fatigues and called that 20,000 or more Bosnian 
two months in 1992, between themselves the .. Serbian Guard." Muslim women had been raped 
JuneandAugust.itfunctionedas But a three-month Newsday by Serb forces through the end 
a rape camp, holding 74 people, investigationintoethniccleansing of last year; numerous investi-
including about 50 women. in Foca suggestS that those direct- gations by other governmenlal 
Partizan was but one of doz- ing the process were members of and non-governmental organi-
ensofSerbrapecamps in Bosnia, Karadzic's inner circle. They zations all have concluded that 
located, next door to the police called in paramilitary troops to rape has been widespread. 
Sublets Needed: 
Large law firm looking 
for homes/apartments 
for law students who 
are clerking in 
Cleveland during 
surru:ner months. 
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THE ~HGLE 
Left: Alexis Antes and Anne E. DeChant of Odd 
Gir1 Out hannonize. 
Above: Headfiners Jason White and Jad< 
Sllvennan of The Janglers wrapped up the 
musical extravaganza. 
Right: Members of Sigma Detta Kappa take a 
break from working their booth to offer a toast 
\ 
Photos by Michael James and Dan Birch. 
Layout by Nicole Trombetta, Julie Smith, 
Michael James, Melissa Till<. 
-
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Ex-Beatles reunited on Capitol's new release list 
John honored by new video Paul dishonors self with latest solo album 
PJ Hruschok 
Entertainment Editor 
John Lennon, the 
Beatles writer and musi-
cian who some would 
have termed the new 
apostle of humanity, is 
paid tribute with Capitol 
Video's The John Lennon 
Video Collection, re-
leased this past month. 
Using rare and private 
film footage from theY oko 
Ono archives, Lennon 
Video offers 19 of John's 
classic post-Beatle singles. 
Each video track is 
framed with a photo of 
John, usually accompanied 
byOnoandsooJulian, with Lyrical legend John 
is documented by never before a brief sentence from John 
explaining either the sig-
nificanceof the song or the moti va-
tion behind it "Cold Turkey," for 
example, tells of John's heroine 
addiction and withdrawal. 
seen film 
The collection features several 
videos as seen on MrV, includ-
ing "Happy Christmas (J{ar is 
Over)," "Imagine," and "Nobody 
Told Me." Six videos oonsist of 
scenes compiled by Ono specifi-
cally for this collection, including 
"Whatever Gets You Through The 
Night," which features animated 
footage of several ofJohn 's draw-
ings. Only one, "Jealous Guy," 
features any representation of 
other Beatie members. 
WMOft Video IIIIo~ of 
rare cla~sic live pcrfannanccs, in-
cludmg the unexpected "Stand By 
Me," and rendition of "Imagine" 
to complement the MTV version 
presented earlier in the collection. 
The video proves a moving 
documentaryofJohn'swork from 
1969 until his death in 1980. 
Since much of the footage 
compiled is from Ono's private 
collection, it is no wonder that 
much of the video contains scenes 
ofherwithJohn. Attimes,though, 
there seems to be more footage of 
Ono than necessary for a collec-
tion supposed to document John 
and his works. 
Especially highlighted is the 
infamous bed from which John 
and Ono spent much of the early 
70s preaching and singing, as well 
as interviewing. The "Hair Peace" 
and "Give Love a Chance" signs 
painted on their windows give 
evidence of John's hope for the 
future of humanity. 
"Through the Night," which 
animates some of John's drawings, 
gives a deeper,..._ of a mao 
already known for his politics and 
his passion for his mUSic. 
Lennon Video is an elegant bit 
of John's post-Beatles life told 
chronologically not only from the 
eyes of Ono and the media, but 
from the words of his music. By 
delving into the motivations and 
inspirations of his music, Capitol 
Video has paid fair tribute to one 
of the lyrical greats of our century. 
Chuck Beilstein 
Entertainment Columnist 
I really have a problem with 
Linda McCartney. For that rca-
son, I went into revic:wing hubby 
Paul's Off The Ground thinking 
she should be "off the album." 
The first song, "Off The 
Ground," starts harmlessly 




Beatie's understated vocals. It's 
everything a title cut should be; 
catchy enough to provide a theme, 
but not necessarily commercial 
enough to be a hit single. 
"Looking For Changes" con-
tains an all-too-deliberate mes-
sage against animal e):perimenta-
tion: "I saw a monkey that was 
learning to choke, A guy beside 
him gave him cigarettes to 
smoke .... " In addition, the backup 
vocalswerestolenfromBonJovi's 
"Living on a Prayer." Not the 
stockpile of talent to be ripping 
off. (Ed. note: Chuck, you'll fmd 
the contents of your desk in a neat 
pile outside the CN office.) 
VH-1 favorite"HopeofDeliv-
erance" features such clear gui-
tars that I felt like I was in the 
middle of a youth mass. My dar-
ling Linda is stuck in Back-up 
Vocals 101 withProfessorNatalie 
Cole. She merely cch~s the last 
word of each line. Pafu sings, "I 
will always be hoping;" they both 
sing, ''hoping." How cute. 
"Mistress and Maid" wasco-writ-
ten by Elvis Costello (a.k.a. 
Ma::Manus). Although the team tells 
an enchanting tale of an ignored 
woman in a hopeless marriage, there 
is no specific melody. This is an 
impossible song to sing along with 
(not even Linda tries). 
On "I Owe It All To You," 
Paul's new band (dare I 
call them the "broken 
Wings''?) sounds just like 
70's supergroup Bread. 
But once again the lyrics 
lapse into pointless exis-
tential babble about glass 
cathedrals and lakes of 
holy water. 
"Biker Like an Icon" is 
the stupidest song I've 
ever liked. I guess be-
cause it reminds me of 
Liquid Television's Win-
ter Steel chasing her long-
lost Crow. (Ed. note: Re-
demption. Chuck, you 
should still 86 the Peanuts 
pencil caddy.) 
A mistake In music , Paul 
McCartneys's Off the Ground 
should be taken off the shelf. 
Dumb words abound in 
"Peace in the 
Neighbour hood." Mr. 
McCartney crooos, "Best thing I ever 
saw, Was a man who loved his wife, 
In a ploce where things were good." 
Y oualready let her in the studio, man 
-you don't have to kiss up to her, 
too! For a deeper and musically 
superiorsong,see"PEOPLEinyour 
Neighborhood" on Sesame Street 
Paul and piano join a Ia "Let it 
Be" on "Golden Earth Girl." The 
stripped-down sound of voice and 
accompaniment by Wix Wickens 
is perfect. They even get punny 
with the line "In Eggshell Seas" 
(Deo- get it?). 
''The Lovers That Never Were" 
should have been the song that was 
nevertaped. CoUaboratorCoslello 
needs a vacation, methinks. 
"Get Out of My Way" is little 
more than a 50's Rock'n'Roll 
progression, but the veteran singer 
pulls off a driving tune that could 
be creatively marketed as a coun-
try crossover. WARNING TO 
HEADPHONE LISTENERS: 20 
seconds of horns come from no-
where and could leave you as deaf 
as Pete Townsend! 
Did you ever hear a song \hat 
sounds like a long introduction? 
"Winedark Open Sea" is such an 
unfinished work, with drums and 
vocals that never shift out of park. 
Put "C'mon People" in a 
Karaoke machine and I swear you 
could sing "Sergeant Pepper" over 
the chorus. Paul - cover someone 
else's songs, damnit! 
The waste of talent continues 
on the hidden track (rip off Nir-
vana, Paul) "Cosmically Con-
scious." To the tune of another 
Beatles song, you could sing in 
closing, "You are the egghead, 
sheisthewalrus,ccxxoo-ca-choo, 
washed up are you.'' 
If you must buy theauthorative 
McCartney solo album, it's Trip-
ping the Live Fantastic. It seems 





Indecent Proposal is just indecent, indeed PJ Hruschok 
Entertainment Editor 
Mary Anne Soltis 
Entertainment Writer 
The recently released movie 
Indecent Proposal typifies the 
clicht attitude Hollywood cur-
rently has toward Americans: that 
they're incapable of comprehend-
ing original thoughts. 
The theme, what people will 
do for money and how it ultimately 
corrupts those who pursue it, 
would cause even a devoutly re-
ligious mother to applaud. Unfor-
tunately, perpetual use of over-
used expressions to get the plot 
going nuns not only the message 
of the film, but also the chances 
for the movie to be entertaining. 
Indecent portrays David 
(Woody Harrelson) and Diana 
(Demi Moore) Murphy as a couple 
married for some years and still 
deeply in love (wh1ch is, inciden-
tally, a refreshing quality to see on 
the screen-married and m love). 
The troubled economy brings them 
to the point where they may lose 
everything they have worked to 
achieve and they are thus driven to 
gamble. First they gamble their 
money,and then they gamble their 
marriage, when John Gage (Roben 
Redford) offers them a million dol-
lars to spend one night with Diana. 
The movie does capture moch of 
America's "do anything b mooey" 
attitude with considerable oc.cum;y. 
The cool mmipulation Gage uses to 
entice the Murphy's is ~a re-
al.isticref1ectionoftheallureofmooey 
for the average American going 
through tough times. 
Harrelson performs well in his 
role as the emotionally tormented 
husband. The jumbled thoughts of 
a confused man who is truly in love 
with his wife, even if he is not fond 
ofhec actions, is poignantly brought 
out by Harrelson's expression of 
very honest, believable emotions. 
Moore's character is somewhat 
less realistic. The sharp shU:t in 
her attitude towards David seems 
hardly typical of the earlier Diana. 
If D1ana really loved David to 
begin with, how could she be so 
cold? Then again, there would 
have been no plot if she had not 
been this way, so her complete 
mood shift must be accepted, no 
matter how abruptly unrealistic. 
The urge to punch Gage for his 
suave manipulatory behavior is 
probably the desired reaction. 
Pbo4o l'ialuu 
Indecent Proposal features (clockwise from left) Woody 
Harrelson's back, Robert Redford, Demi Moore, and Mr. 
Shakelford in a tale of love and "'"""""" 
Redford's performance could not 
have been too bad, since this ob-
jective was certainly reached. 
The most interesting character 
in the movie was Gage' semployee, 
Mr. Shakelford (Seymour C>.s.;el) 
who quietly observes the entire 
scenario with non-verbal commen-
taries. His character adds insight 
and another perspccuve, which 
makes up for some of th<~ excite-
ment laclcing elsewhere in the film. 
Overall,Indecem could have 
provided much more to its audi-
ence than it did. If it was supposed 
to make one think about the evils 
of the material, it missed its mark, 
since it could hardly leave a last-
ing impression on its viewers due 
to the unlikeliness of its plot. On 
the other hand, if it was meant to 
be entertaining, it sadly neglected 
intelligent people, though doing a 
considerable job of catering to 
lovers of fairy tale plots told in the 
language of the trite. 
This Saturday at 8 p.m. Carroll 
based band Route 409 will rock 
the Wolf and Pot's kettle loose 
with a little help from some Cops 
With Guns for free. 
This performance is unique in 
that a professor will be flaunting 
his talents with 409 which nor-
mally consists only of students, 
including bassist and vocalist Ed 
Douglas (junior), guitarist Rich 
Rock (sophomore), guitarist and 
vocalist Scott Empiric (junior), and 
drummer Larry Rummell (junior). 
"Dr. Dariush Saghafi will be play-
ing the fiddle with us on a couple of 
songs," said Douglas. ''This show 
will beevcn bett.er(than lastsemeslcr' s 
performance), guaranteed." 
At intennission, Mark Rakocy 
(junior) and Jeff Kasunic (Junior) 
will unleash the world premiere of 
the next film in their continuing 
series, Cops With Guns V. This film 
short, filmed on campus, stars 
Rakocy and Kasunic. 
Guns V is a continuation of 
films which began in the Spring 
1992 semester, featuring Buddha 
and his evil spell over University 
Heights. Episode IV premiered at 
409's November performance. 
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Odd Girl Out: In it for the long haul 
Rob Fargo What coLJid have been 
better than free stuff? Assistant Entertainment Editor One of the bands that took part 
in last Friday's Carrollpalooza 
concert w& the Cleveland-based 
Odd Girl Out. After their perfor-
mance, the band spent some Lime 
with CN Assistant Entertainment 
Editor Rob Fargo on a bench out-
side the Rccplex racquetball courts 
to talk about their music, 
Watergate, and jeans with really 
big wrustbands. 
OGO is actually not an odd 
g,irl, or even a group of odd girls, 
but a five-member band that plays 
acoustic-guitardrivenrock,giving 
special auention to vocal harmo-
nies. The band's three founiling 
members assembled in March, 
1990. TheyincludevocalistAnne 
E. DeChant, gujtarist and vocalist 
Alexis Antes, and lead guitarist 
and vocalist Victoria Fliegel. 
The trio's first performances 
were "here and there things" at 
local coffeehouses, but the mem-
bers realized they would have to 
add a bassist and a drummer if 
they wanted to play bigger ven-
ues. "We knew weneededaharder 
sound," said DeChant. 
About a year after the original 
members formed the band, drum-
mer Brian Bretton was added and 
the band recorded a four-song, 
self-titled demo tape. Shortly af-
ter, bassist Chris joined the band. 
Although the members ofOOO 
each have different musical influ-
ences, the band never tried to sound 
like anyone else. "We never sat 
around and said, 'This is how we 
want to sound,'" said DeChant. "I 
think the one thing that we stress 
is that we want people to be able to 
hear the lyrics, understand the 
lyrics, which is different than a lot 
of what you hear; to not have the 
drums and bass come in and be 
domineering. We've stayed true 
to that" 
Concerning lyrics, the band's 
approach is based more on inspi-
ration than conscious deliberation 
of subjects. DeChant does say 
that the lyrics reflect "who we are, 
where we're at." Fliegel, OGO's 
other songwriter, said. "I don't 
always know what the song's go-
ing to be about It's almost like 
they write themselves; they're 
already existing somewhere." 
While DeChant simply de-
scribes her songs as "modern," 
Fliegel says that until recently, 
her own songs have tended to be 
slower material. Fliegel likened 
OGO's songwriting combination 
to that of the band Fleetwood Mac. 
"They had three distinctly differ-
ent sounds; they had three differ-
ent writers, yet each of them was 
Fleetwood Mac," she said. 
Last February, OGO started a 
full-length CD project at 
Beachwood Studios that is "still 
in the works." The much-delayed 
CD has earned the nickname "The 
Beachwood Tapes," based on the 
infamous Nixon scandal. The band 
set the project aside because, as 
Fliegel srud, "We don't like what 
we're hearing. It didn't capture 
us." OGO hopes to finish the 
project, eventually making it 
available for sale, as well as a part 
of a package to be sent to record 




Over 300 Students enjoyed 
the latest sounds from the music 
industry on Wednesday, April 
14 at the Elek:tra Records release 
party in the Wolf and Pot 
Students requested promot.tonal 
music from several categories 
including Rap, R&B, Speed 
Metal, Rock and Jazz. One 
disapoointed student was over-
heard complaining "they' didn't 
have anything for me, no Big 
Band." Other than that, most 
musical styles were represented. 
Pbo10 by Mike lome. 
Odd Girl Out band members, (left to right) Chris (bass), 
Brian (percussion), Victoria (lead guitar and vocals), Alexis 
(guitar and vocals), and Anne (vocals). 
"This release party is benefi-
cial to eveyone," said Rebecca 
Mills, station manager of 
WUJC. "It helps Carroll stu-
dents hear new music without 
spending a lot of money, and 
helps Elektra pinpoint the best 
areas and ways to market their 
new performers." 
Some of the latest bands be-
ing featured by Elektra in~:ludc 
Frank Black (formerly of the 
Pbdcs), the Levellers. Phish and 
Ehtyl Meatplow. 
Every student who attended 
the party was eligible tQ get free 
music samples after fllling out a 
survey form asking several 
questions about individual mu-
sic tastes. They survey helps 
Elektra determine some of the 
following information: stu-
dents' favorite artists and 
groups, favorite stores to buy 
music, concertS the students 
would !.ike to see in this area and 
the radio stations students listen 
to most often. 
to make some changes in the 
people they are working with, in-
cluding the project's producer. 
OGO is currently playing many 
songs from the upcoming release 
in their live performances. Com-
pared to songs from the 1991 cas-
sette, DeChant said, "The songs 
have become more intricate as far 
as format of a particular song. It's 
not all just verse/chorus anymore. 
It may have some kind of musical 
interlude, or something that's dif-
ferent." Bretton says the new 
material has "more of a rock 
sound," while Chris simply notes, 
"It's got bass." 
The studio experience itself has 
been quite different for the band 
this time. Antes summed it up this 
way: "Four songs has led to eleven 
songs. a litlle dinky studio as op-
posed to a huge studio that you 
can do a lot with, and three months 
of being together as opposed to 
three years of being together." 
OGO's four-song tape has not 
been the band's last recorded mo-
ment to date: they were chosen to 
appear on WMMS 's North Coast 
Buzzard Tracks Volume One 
compilation CD two years ago. 
This led to OGO receiving airplay 
on that station, as well as WNCX 
and WENZ. Still, the band cites 
college radio as one of its biggest 
supporters. 
The members of OGO ac-
knowledge that the recent popu-
larity of acoustic-based music has 
paved the way for bands like theirs. 
"Some bands may have a 
couple strong songs. I think we 
have a lot more," srud Chris. "Of 
course, I might be biased." 
"There aren't many female 
bands where you have somebody 
as accomp)jshed as Victoria on 
guitar that's going to play really 
aggressively," says DeChant. "I 
don't think you find many bands 
that have three-pan harmonies, or 
harmonies lhatareassolidasours. 
I don't think you find many bands 
with people like Brian and Chris, 
who are willing to back off a little 
bit and kind of tuck into the sound, 
as opposed to dominate the sound. 
And frankly, I don't think there 
are a lot of female groups that are 
writing their own material. All 
those things make it unique." 
Elcktra'sreleasepartyisonly 
the third party to reach Carroll's 
campus,butthcstudentresponse 
to this one guarantees that more 
are sure to come. 
John Spuz.iUo from Elektra 
organized this release party, and 
spent most of his time handing 
outfreemusictostudcnts.CD's, 
cassettes and stickers were 
handed out as fast as Spuzillo 
could manage, and the Iitie of 
students waiting to get their sbot 
at the .(tee music Elektra was 
banding out never sho~neci. 
During the entire party DJ Kris 
Koch •. Qurolt grad and fo~r 
WUJC station manager, asked 
music trivia questions and spun 
lhe new tuo~. &,iving ~M~ 
the Pcifcctw'at f6'M8fll)iftt 
the new music he was handing 
out. 
The promotional giveaways 
::>! • M {~ 
from Ele1ctra~ ranged f~·om 
Sii\gles to 'fulllengm CDs~:and 
videos, and featured new blJIJlds 
from all musical categol'ies. 
•· 
Aside from the benefit of the 
survey knowledge, Elektra 
benefits in other ways as well. 
Bypassing out over2000 music 
promotions, Elektra gets their 
music out to the listeners im-
mediately. 
"People are able to hear new 
music at no risk," said Spuztillo 
"We get free publicity for our 
new releases and get a chance to 
find out what types of sounds 
will sell in this area so we can 
ef(ecdvely markeubemusic we 
have. Also-, listeners gain a new 
loyaltyforElektra,thecompany 
that gave them free music. 
~~··-~ be successful foryears to come. 
With several big names like the 
Doors already on tbe label, 
newcomers lik:e Ween, one of 
the party~$' featured bands will 
have tbe'strong backing to be· 
come tomorrow"'s supergroup. 
You·re Ouf' of Your Tree 
Pbo«o by Bn>ee Binmlm. MOM 
Stuart Masterson as Joon 
Pearl, and Aidan Quinn as 
Benny Pearl,Joon's over-
protective brother. 
witty yet troubled woman, providing the best 
serious and comical scenes. Depp' s quirky and 
bizarre Sam is superb, with slight-of-body 
~afterCharlieOlaplinandBusterKeaton 
in bolll black -and-white loolc and motion. 
Tile somewhat music video style lends it-
self well to several scenes, helping to create a 
surreal motif of art and emotion. 
Johnny Depp and Mary Stuart Masterson donl ~ke raisins. 
Benny is a mechanic 
who can't start a relation-
ship and cares for Joon. 
Joon enjoys abstract paint-
ing, stopping traffic with a 
ping-pong paddle, and 
ousting the latest house-
keeper. Then there's Sam. 
&:nny, as patiayed by Quinn, is a convincing 
jealous big brother who discovers he has ne--
glectt:d moch of his own life in caring for Joon. 
Although much of the main plot is predict-
able, the methods the charactecs undertake to 
complete the story are unique and worth a ticket 
PJ Hruschak 
Entertainment Editor 
The plight of the grape, the baking utility of 
an iron, and silent movies have something in 
common in MGM's latestfilm,Benny & loon. 
They make for a great love story. 
Joon, after playing a hand of poker after 
Benny leaves the room, wins the services of 
Sam, the strange and Chaplin-Keatonesque 
cousin who can hardly read. 
From thereon, the romance begins between 
Sam and Joon, and the near perfect perfor-
mances of Masterson and Depp. 
Masterson and Depp paint the theater with 
so~ of the best strrught humor, great rehash 
of old slapschtick routines, and sweetest love 
moments to be projected on to the silver screen. 
Benny & loon, released April 16, meshes 
the talents of Johnny Depp as Sam, Mary Masterson offers a terrific portrayal of a 
Be·nny & loon is a must-see, take-a-date, 
laugh-and-love movie that shan't be missed. 
--FamilyHair Styling·--
932-5410 
• Discount with 
this ad 
• Conveniently 
located in Cedar 
Center 
13932 Cedar Road 
Univ. Hts., Ohio 44118 
SUMMER WORK 
$9 STARTING PAY 
WORK PARTTIME NOW AND SECURE FULL TIME 
SUMMER POSITION. FLEXIBLE HOURS AROUND 
CLASSES. GREAT RESUME EXPERIENCE. 
SCHOLAHSHIPS AWARDED. 
INTERVIEWING NOW! 
CALL: ROCKY !RIVER 331-0772 
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Mydlack's music delicious main course; Brian & Joe: The End comes for Mill or Hall 




I received my flfSt dose of the Cleveland Performance Art Festival 
April 4 at the Dobarna Theatre. Th1s Coventry Road stage was the 
perfect place to house the diverse show I viewed. 
Festival Director Thomas Mulready was master of ceremonies. He 
opened the night with performance art sans artist The work "Lovings" 
consisted of audience members reading single sentence stories off 
Xerox sheets. Quips included, "He functioned best with two wives, 
regarding each as a mistress to the other," "Once they saw two hippos 
making love, they were less conscious of their own obesity", and my 
favorite, "Under water, she looked like a fish- once on land, she 
attracted men like a bitch in heat." J~k Handy, beware! 
First to actually take the stage wls Canyon Sam. No, not that 
redbeardedLoony Toon (that's Yosemite, silly), but a Chinese-Ameri-
E 
can feminist storyteller. On a stage centered around 
a folding chair, San Fran. cisco State University 
professor Sam told of her spiritual odyssey to ''Tibet-
in-exile." She used metal buckets for harsh sound 
effects when recounting rape and torture. A blanket 
was a cenlral prop with which she became a nun or woman in frigid exile. 
Portraying the Chinese as "Orwellian," she made the audience 
graphically aware of the one million dead Tibetans, a number she says 
rivals Nazi Germany's Holocaust We set out on her journey to China 
"looking for wisdom," but soon ended up in Tibet "working for justice." 
As intense and important as Canyon Sam's message was, it turned 
out to be only the mismatched appetizer for the evening. 
The real star carne out in geek goggles, a thrash rock T-shirt, giant 
homemade sneakers, and matching big red "Mickey Mouse" style 
shorts. Danny Mydlack's flfSt short skit was built on the annoying 
person we all know who sings along with the Walkrnan we can't hear. 
It was just bizarre enough to catch the tittering audience off guard. 
Mydlack returned with a boom box mounted on a hockey helmet. In 
the ultimate spoof of hip-hop and live concerts, he urged thirds of the 
crowd (read 45 people) to keep time with various motions. A skipping 
soundtrack frustrated the participants to the point of hilarity. 
But Mydlack's original music was easily the high point. Singing 
along with a "video mouth," Danny sounded like Talking Head David 
Byrne with an occasional lapse into powerhouse opera. The sideways 
television backup evoked camp hero Max Headroom. The opener ''This 
is theFutureofMusic" sounds conceited, but the genuine creativity and 
unavoidable catchiness makes me hope it holds truth. 
" Bubblebead" .fDUowecL Suffice to say be pulled a ltUDL wilb a 
trash bag your mother would never lcr you uy. 
I couldn ' t figure out whether to lake the ensuing elegy for his father 
seriously. But based on the line "Don't step on the top step of the 
ladder," I didn't 
Unsheathing an accordion for "Evolution," Mydlack showed he 
might be a giant Other voices included a pseudo-country stomp and the 
heroic Mighty Mouse rescue call. 
"Weare BornofLife'sFire"wasan instrumental to which his pelvis 
defied his will. The emergence of fake penises embarrassed the ladies 
who had hoped to expose their young daughters to alternative culture. 
"An Opera to Duct Tape" followed as he put a doll on a "rack" that 
was his accordion. llis black: and white gloved hands then did musical 
battle for the soul of the child. 
Danny then introduced us to his flesh-colored puppet, Mr. Friendly. 
Use your imagination. 
The crowd roared as Mydlack ripped off his shirt to tell a story he 
illustrated an shaving cream on his chest. 
After the performance, Danny told me one of his influences was 
Charlie Brown. This was evident in the "Good Grier nature of "You 
Say ... ," in which he faces inferiority with grains of courage. 
The highlight of the evening was the closer. Mydlack: told us he usually 
hears two questions as people are leaving: "Jcczus- What the hell was 
that?" or"Jeezus-Who the hell was that?" Both were answered in "My 
Name is Danny," with lincslik:e"Danny is an artist" and the revelation that 
we're all Danny and no one knows how we got here. 
Wow. Existentialism from a man with a stage presence like a young 
Jerry Lewis. I've always contended everything in life could be boiled 
down to cartoons or sex. Like Pepe LePew, Danny Mydlack' sshow was 
a hybrid. It is for this I consider him the freshest face I'veever seen in 
any outlet of artistic expression. 
• Follow your favorite teams on our satellite • 
Coors and Coors Light Specials 
Kamikazees-$1.00 
All specials available at all times w ith a 
valid Drivers License and College 1.0. 
2167 Lee Road Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
Continued from Page 1 
"Each floor did somethmg du-
ferent," said to Mahoney . "One 
floor wrote a poem. Another 
even wrote an invitation to Brian 
and Joe." 
Brian and Joe received the 
invitation, and eventually ac-
cepted. "We got a lot of great 
entries. This was one of 'em," 
said Brian. 
There were two other ac-
cepted entries. Brian ar1d Joe 
broadcasted on Ash Wednesday 
from a seminary. They also 
broadcasted from the home of a 
mother and father and their two 
sons, also named Brian and J oc. 
Gandy stated that "there was 
a debate whether a dormitory 
could be called a house. So we 
created the 'Broadcast from 
Your Donn' contest" Millor's 
was the only entry. They won. 
Once the win was confirmed, 
Mahoneywenttowork. "We've 
really thrown this together in 
threedays,"saidMahoney.Not 
only did she get Brian, Joe, 
donuts, and orange drink, 
Mahoney worked closely with 
the University, too. ''They were 
very helpful, especially Secu-
rity ,Physical Plant, and Grounds. 
Excellent suppon." she said. 
The festivJtJes klcked offa little 
before 6 a.m. I was prcssmg 
"snooze" at the time. By 6:05, I 
joined approximately fourteen 
other students around the flashing 
lights in front of Millor. 
Brian and Joe were already well 
into their act Everyonchadachance 
to talk on the radio. Some people 
answered questions for prizes. 
Gerry Hrenko named five pro-
fessors in ten seconds, calling out 
thename"Bowen"twice. "I enjoy 
her classes that much," said 
Hrenko. ''I'm always thinking 
about Constitutional Law or Civil 
Rights and Liberties. She's made 
such an impact on my life." For 
his efforts, he won a key chain. 
Congratulations, G. 
Mark Paris, Millor resident 
assistant was the first to streak the 
Quad. He said he felt "refreshed." 
At 7 a.m., three Cavs cheer-
leaders arrived: Amy, Bridget and 
Joyce. As the audience found out. 
the title "cheerleaders" was a mis-
nomer. "Dance Team Members" 
is more accurate, though the three 
women said they "don't mind 
being cai.led cheerleaders." 
Bridget, a three-year Cavs vet-
eran, was the fust to arrive. "I 
can' t believe people got up this 
early to come out here," was 
her flfst reaction. Mme, too, to 
be completely honest. 
Amy expected something 
different, "We thought we were 
goingtobeinatiuleradioroom." 
Odd, isn't it, that someone else 
would compare JCU to an isola-
tion booth? 
Joycelovedthecarnpus,"It's 
very big. Verydean."Onceagain, 
thumbs up fer- the grounds crew. 
The three departed, proc~­
ing"Joeishot!"I don 'tbelieveit' s 
my place to speculate to which Joe 
they were referring. 
Since all of this occurred be-
fore quiet hours ended, there 
were complaints about the loud-
ness. Security asked the crowd 
to "please be quieter, at least 
untilthesuncomesup." Wehad 
to resort to the golf clap. 
Stephanie Davies said of the 
complaints, "I think they should 
beonebig 'miss' in The Carroll 
News. We had to properly wel-
come Brian and Joe." I agree. 
Despite these black marks, 
thespiritoftheday was high. It 
was a great opportunity to have 
fun, thanks to Mary and the 
Millorians. 
~~Brian and Joe Talk to Joe~~ 
For those of you disappointed by the lack of 
Bricm and Joe quotes in the above article, here's 
some more from an exclusive interview by The 
Carroll News' Entertainment Writer Joe Parks. 
BRIAN: For a great live show, you really need a 
great "alive" audience. 
CN: Like the audience here? 
BRIAN: Exactly. This is exactly the audience we 
CH: WMI do you thirtk of John Carrotl? 
BRIAN: Who? 
JOE: I think this is a fine reflection of what 
educational institutions are really about 
CN: Is this the first time you've broadcastedjrom 
outside the starion? 
BRIAN: No. We like to get around. 
JOE: This is our flfSt college campus, though. 
CN: What's the most imeresting place you've 
broadcasted from? 
BRIAN: We lived on the roof of Rudolph's Ribs 
in Akron for a week. 
CN: Lived there? 
JOE: Yeah. It wasforEasterScals.It w~'tooOOd. 
BRIAN : We really had a blast 
CN : Any other good mobile broadcasting stories? 
BRIAN: We were in Jamaica for five days, two 
weeks ago. 
CN: How was that? 
JOE: Fun, but difficult. We had to transport all 
the equipment down there. 
BRIAN: As well as an audience. 
CN: An audience? 
JOE: Sure. When you broadcast from Jamaica, 
you want it to sound lilce a party's goin' on. 
BRIAN: We gave some liistenes trips to Jamaica, 
and then forced them to get up every morning 
before six, so we could have an audience. 
CN: Did it work out? 
JOE: We had fun. 
do our show for. 
JOE: The station call it Generation X. 
CN: X? Is that some kind of Spike Lee reference? 
BRIAN: No. It refers to the forgonen generation, 
aged 18-30. 
JOE: Born just after the Baby Boom ended. 
CN: At WONE your show jumped from seventh to 
first in three seasons. Your ratings at WENZ 
have doubled in six months. What's next? 
JOE: Performance. We'redefinitely gonna have 
to start promoting our own stuff. 
CN : You're in a band? 
BRIAN: Justlhetwoof us. Watch forourncxtalbum. 
JOE: It's called Briclclayer' s ReUilion. 
CN : I/ ow would you describe your sound? 
JOE: Sort of Top 40-ish ... 
BRIAN: But kind of really hard Industrial ... 
JOE: With this cool slap-bass funk thing I've 
been working on. 
BRIAN: It's remarkable. 
CN: No doubt. What sort of music do you listen to? 
JOE: Anythjng but country. 
BRIAN: Yeah. Country just won't do. 
CN: Any favorites? 
BRIAN: If I had to pick something out and play 
it, it woulddefmitely beoneofthesongs we've 
played together. 
CN: That's sweet. 
BRIAN : Thanks. I'm very sentimental. 
CN: Will you miss us? 








The Carroll News, on Enter-
tainment page 13 in the article 
CarroU production Could Bt 
Blessed, Carrie Lichtman, 
playing the part of Marlene 
Raleigh, was incorrectly iden-
tified in a photo cutline. The 
theatrical characters identified 
in the same photo were not 
widows in the production. 10 Monday-Friday 9-8p.m. Saturday 9-5 • Sunday 9-1 (t Tftn 27900 Chagrin at Brainard 
• A TANNING & NAIL STUDIO 5 91 - 1 05 0 
On Features page 9 of the 
same issue, in the article A 
Curious Tale of Movies and a 
Dorito, the river Thames was 
spelled incorrectly. 
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SU vice president gives voice to ~;overnm.ent 
Name: Dennis Reardon 
Major: Finance 
Hometown: Youngstown, OH 
Class: 1993 
Nickname: Weasel 
Hobbies, interests: tennis, 
golf, and basketball 
My favorite part of spring: 
start being goofy and enjoy-
ing the daffodils · 
Anne Tirpak 
Profiles Editor - -
There are some people in this 
world who possess a contagious 
energy and strong desire to serve. 
Thcyarevocal. Theyareinvolved. 
They care. One of John Carroll 
University's tinestreprcsentatives 
of these characteristics is Moe 
McGuinness. 
"When I came here, my inter-
action with my sister Bndgct and 
Lisa Heckman created an enthusi-
asm and a love for John Carroll 
inside me that! wanted to instill in 
other people to help them see the 
John Carroll that I know," said 
McGuinness. 
McGuinness became involved 
in student council while attending 
high school in Erie, Pennsylvania. 
She was freshman class president 
and eventually became president 
oftheschool'sstudentunion. This 
is when her desire to "get involved 
and try and make a difference" 
began. 
As a freshman at JCU, 
McGuinness acted as a class sena-
tor, but felt "there was a desire 
within me to do more." She was 
her sophomore and junior class 
president, and is curreml y the vice 
president of the StudPnt Union. 
Responsibilities of the SU vice 
president include being in charge 
of the Review Committee and 
planning the Freshman Social 
Weekend, Homocoming, Christ-
mas Formal, and the Spring Break 
trip. 
"There is a lot to making sure 
our constituents are happy and 
organizations are satisfied with 
what the Union has to offer," said 
McGuinness. "I want people to 
know that we are here to serve the 
students at JCU in all capacities. 
Our door is always open." 
InadditiontoherStudentUnion 
involvement, McGuinness is also 
a resident assistant. She enjoys 
this position and appre(:iates the 
people she has met through it. 
McGuinness believes working as 
an RA and being involved in the 
·pllo<o by c:liNtinc Hut•yt 
Moe McGuinness, Student 
Union vice oresident 
Student Union, and even being a 
Summer Orientation Advisor, has 
forced her to learn more about 
herself. 
"''ve realized a lot of things 
about myself through my interac-
tions with others," said 
McGuinness. 
A communications major and 
English minor, McGuinness 
would like to go into business or 
higher educational administration. 
She would like to work with em-
ployees that "need revival" and a 
"strengthening of their faith in the 
system." Butmostofall, she would 
like to be successful. Her defini-
tion: "To be happy with myself 
and my relationships with my 
friends and family (she JS the sec-
o~.d of seven children), and to have 
a JOb where I am serving other 
people." 
Of the several ways 
McGuinness has contributed to the 
University, she feels she has given 
most to students looking to get 
involved. 
''I'm a good resource person 
for students wondering what to 
get involved in here," said 
McGuinness. 
McGuinness has only one more 
year left at Carroll, but she still has 
a lot to do. 
"I want to make it the best year 
possible and to use every moment 
·I have left with my friends and 
members of the John Carroll com-
munity," said McGuinness. 
Cover of magazine on which 
I would like to appear: GQ 
Something that few people 
know about me: I have 
webbed toes WUJC announcer looks to make the ·future better 
How I see myself in ten years: 
driving a nice car 
Person whom I would most 
like to meet: Bono 
Not-so-great moment: when 
I fell off the stage in Kulas 
and cracked my head open 
while working for ~e film 
series 
Favorite part of the day: 
anytime after midnight 
Craziest tbing r have ever 
done: I'm anRA;Idon' t do 
crazy things 
If I could do something over 
again, I'd: never take ac-
counting 
My most treasured posses-
sion: my CD colle(:tion 
Something I could teach a 
class on: how to run a pro-
jector in Kulas 
A habit I need to establish/ 
break: start sending Thank 
You letters after interviews 
Favorite Quote: "Them bats 
got radar," from Late Night 
with David Letterman 
Three words that people 




What do AI Pawlowski , Dick 
En berg, and N ev Chandler all have 
in common? All three are sports 
announcers. But AI Pawlowski, in 
addition to broadcasting play-by-
play at sporting events, also runs 
his own classic pop show. 
Pawlowski, sports dire(:tOr at 
WUJC-FM, i.s-Ulcman behind tile 
voice at most John Carroll Uni-
versity basketball and football 
games. He also spins hits from the 
late 70s, 80s, and 90s on 
Wednesday nights on the "Classic 
Pop Time Machine." 
"I've always wanted to do 
sports on the radio," said 
Pawlowski. "But I also enjoyed 
music, so I looked into both. My 
voice, some quick thinkJng, and 
the ability to talk on the radio 
have all dire(:ted me toward where . 
I am today." 
With Pawlowski, sports is al-
ways number one, but he admits 
that he might also enjoy working 
at a mellow type of radio station. 
"Much of today's music isn't 
very desirable - promoting sex 
and violence," Pawlowski ex-
13179 CEDAR RD., 
• 
~ CLEVELAND HTS 
~...... 932-6999 
plained. "I want to change things 
by setting a good example for 
listeners and playing music for 
pure enjoyment" 
Pawlowski tries to take an en-
thusiastic, professional approach 
to radio by showing people that 
he is having fun while on the air. 
Also, he remains neutral at games 
and tries to promote enthusiasm 
for both teams. 
"Enberg comes across as al-
wayswanting to see a good game," 
Pawlowski said," and he can make 
games that maybe aren't so excit-
ing start to seem big." 
The highlight of Pawlowski's 
radio career came this year when 
announcing the JCU basketball 
team's victory over Capital Uni-
versity in the playoffs this year. 
John Carroll, the sixth seed, beat 
third- seeded Capital with a score 
of75-71. 
"Many victories for Carroll, 
footl 11 for instance, are blow-
out Pawlowski said. "The whole 
gam" [against Capital) was close, 
ana toward the end, the way that 
Carroll won was very exciting. 
The game and the whole experi-
ence was great" 
Pawlowski, a junior, has been 
working for WUJC since his 
freshman year. His music in-
volvement began with jazz and 
blues but later moved to classic 
pop when trying to promote 80s 
style music like Charles and 
Eddie, Duran Duran, and The 
Spm Doctor. 
'"CJ&'JSic pop is being received 
so well that we have been Uilcing 
calls from people in Greater 
Cleveland who say that they re-
ally enjoy the music," said 
Pawlowski. 
Looking forward in life, 
Pawlowski stressed that his fu-
ture career in radio will place a 
great deal of emphasis on reli-
gious values and portraying a 
good image LO the public while 
on the air. 
"Once having a career in ra-
dio," Pawlowski explained, "I 
want to make the profession bet-
ter by corrocting some of the 
things wrong with it I am rely-
ing on God to guide me through 
my life, and it is important for me 
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English instructor stimtulates imaginations 
R..Lck Wils"""on"'-'--
Profiles Writer 
Sheila Drain, John Carroll 
University English instructor, 
emulates the warmth and humor 
of a person who truly has a deep 
love and passion for her work. 
Drain is originally from a rural 
area in Wayne County. 
"I don't lrnow how much of 
this I should tell," she said. "I tell 
people I'm from Wayne's World. 
My father was a hippie-type and 
moved us to a farm in 1965." 
She graduated from Chippewa 
High School after deciding to 
leave Our Lady of the Elms High 
School in Akron. "It was 1.00 far 
awayandLOOexpensive,"shesaid. 
The frrst time she left the farm 
waswhenshecametoJCUin 1973. 
Drain received her bachelor's 
degree in English in 1977. Like 
many other college students, she 
had difficulty in choosing her 
major. 
"I couldn'tdecideon a major," 
Drain said. "I was interested in 
everything: chemistry, philoso-
phy, fine arts, statistics. I was all 
over the board. I decided on En-
glish based on the fact that I was 
really working as an under- Why does she feel that the 
graduate at writing poetry as a studying English is worthwhile? 
hobby." "The imagination is not stimu-
She LOOk some courses to help Jated enough in courses of study," 
her aJong with her hobby, and Drain said. "Students passively 
before she lrnew it she was an receive information that may or 
English major. "It kind of hap- may not be applicable to their 
pened accidentally," Drain said. working situation. But ir1 studying 
She received her master's de- literature it's like working out, 
gree from Case Western Reserve mental aerobics." 
University in 1979. She worked The reading and writing that is 
as a teacher's assistant for two · involvedincreativeinterpretative 
years after completing her under- literature is important. "Commu-
graduate work. nication skills are powerful," she 
said. "The more practice of read-
ing and writing skills you have, 
the more you will advance beyond 
the level of technocrat." 
While attending CWRU she 
met a student named Joe. 
"I met him on Murray Hill 
during a snowstorm," she said. 
"The university was closed, and I 
was walking to pick up a book 
from my office so I wouldn't be 
stranded without something to 
study. It was a chance meeting on 
the street. We both pushed a car 
out of a ditch. He impressed me 
as a helpful type." 
They married in 1980 and now 
live in Rocky River. 
Mr. Drain is a lawyer and 
works out of 
their home. 
do my job without him," she 
said. 
Drain has had several posi-
tions before her position at JCU. 
She taught at George Mason 
University, Cuyahoga Commu-
nity College, and Walsh Jesuit 
High School. She has been at 
JCU for four years. 
"It was luck," Drain said, 
speaking of working at JCU. 
"The chance to get hack 
thrilled me," she said. 
She currently has one Fresh-
man Composition and three 
British Literature classes. 
"It's [English] everything," 
she said. "I am so happy. I feel 
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very helpful in terms of house-
work and child care. I could not 
would 
teach for free, but I need the 
money." 
Alumni Director possesses varied past 
Vianne Bhardwaj 
Profiles Writer 
To say that John Carroll Uni-
versity Alumni Director Peter 
Bernardo has led an interesting 
life is an understatement. Bernardo 
describes his philosophy as, "life 
is a roller coaster, and you gotta 
love the ride." 
Bernardo's ride on the JCU 
coaster began in 1963 when he 
carne to Carroll as a wide-eyed 
freshman. Bernardo described 
campus life in the 60s as being 
very different than today. 
"Srudent life wasn 'tcomplex," 
Bernardo said. "You didn't have a 
lot of girls around, although I 
thought [the absence of females) 
was a mistake. People are more 
comfortable when both sexes are 
around." 
During his undergraduate 
years, Bernardo joined the Re-
serve Officers Training Corps Lo 
learn about "another side of the 
world." With ROTC training as a 
background, Bernardo went on to 
join the regular army after gradu-
ation. 
For the nex.t20 years, Bernardo 
found himself traveling the globe 
and ascending the ranks of th.e 
military. His jobs with the army 
included making top-secret war 
plans for the government, partici-
pating in the Peace Keeping Force 
during the Chicago Riots, and 
serving his country as a lieutenant 
colonel. 
As Bernardo approached the 
rank of fu U colonel, however, time 
MUG NIGHT! 
every 




Corner of Cedar and So. Taylor-Ciev. Hts. 
spent away from his family grew 
and grew. After wrestling with a 
strong sense of responsibility to-
wards both work and family, 
Bernardo decided to leave active 
duty with the army. 
"I figured that the anny would 
have an easier time finding an-
other officer than my family would 
have fmding another husband and 
father," Bernardo said. Although 
he no longer works for the army, 
Bernardo still holds tllte rank of 
lieutenant colonel as weU as re-
ceiving a pension from the army. 
According to Bernardo, his 
time spent in the military was a 
tremendous growing experience. 
"I credit the time I spent in the 
service as giving me a JX!rspective 
on what's really im " 
Bernardo explained. "Things like 
the need for family, the need for 
friends, the need for a sense of 
· purpose in life and a sense of 
personal honor." 
After leaving the army, the 
position for Director of Alumni 
Relations opened up at Carroll, 
and Bernardo tried for it. 
So for the last five years, he 
has been the person behind the 
office that keeps alumni up to 
date on their alma mater, while 
contributing to its continued ex-
cellence. 
In addition, Bem~o has 
<aught military science on cam-
pus and for four years chaired 
the university's ROTC program. 
Bernardo offered under-
graduates the advice that they 
recognize that "nobody that 
graduates from John Carroll has 
done it alone. It was done 
through the support of family, 
friends, other students, faculty, 
and staff." 
Our Manager• a re prote .. lona la a t making a ure.-. 
The• a tmoar.he re Ia a lwaya fun, The food Ia alwa y s f re a h , 
The a>ervlce a alwaya good, The achedule Ia a lwaya - t a nd 
The Training Ia dea lgned to let you ahlne l 
~ i);j UtL '-~ f/'0 .t,~ ~u.u. ,v 
...- ./Jtat~~a,~jJI~ 
If you are an energetic, enthusiaslic, team player looking for a fun, fast-paced environment, then come join our 
OPENING TEAM! 
Th9 following positions are available: 
• Host/HosMases • Bartenders • Bussers • Grill Cooks 
• Pantf1( Cooks • Dishwashers • Servers • Fry Cooks 
• Broiler/ Saute Cooks 
Apply In Pe rson : 
9a.m . - 6p.m . 
M onday -Saturday 
S h e raton C leveland C ity Centre 
777 S t . C la ir Ave. 
(East Ninth & St. C lair) 
RestaLurant • Bar & Gathering Place 
• 
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JCU golfers top field at Spartan Invitational 
Blue Streaks chasing Otterbein Cardinals for conference title 
Chuck Beilstein 
Entertainment Columnist 
Under first year coach Mike 
Moran, the BlueStreak.golf squad 
is chasing Otterbein for the Ohio 
Athletic Conference title. 
Moran said Otterbein usually 
finishes first in invitationals, but 
the Streaks are right behind. 
The depth of the Carroll squad 
was visible as they won the Spartan 
Invitational at Orchard Hills. The 
Streaks were tied with Malone 
College at 323 strokes, but pulled 
ahead with a lower score compari-
son between #5 men. 
Junior Paul Voinovich fmished 
first for the team (second in the 
invitational) 'Milh a 78. Coach 
Moran values the "strong leader-
ship" of Voinovich. 
Brian Unk' s 79 was second for 
the team (tied for third overall). 
Expect the freshman's brother 
Steve to join the team next year. 
Senior Bob Pudlock shot an 
8 I, with a sixth place in the invi-
tational. Moran said he can always 
count on Pudlock's consistency. 
Rounding out the team's ban-
ner day were junior Sean 







and sophomore Robert Dodd's tie-
breaking positioning. 
Also last week, the team placed 
17th out of 20 teams in the Capi-
Lal-Dennison Invitational. 
Coach Moran enjoys his posi-
tion, saying he's more of a 
"moderator," since all five start-
ers have received professional golf 
instruction. 0ne of his goals for 
the future is to land a regular 
practice site, hopefully Acacia. 
For now the team also splits their 
time between Fowler's Mills and 
Bryerdale. 
John Carroll duffers' in the clubhouse: 
The golf team could be the only 
co-ed sport next year. Moran 
would "have no problem" if a 
woman posted top-five scores and 











Moran denies any first-year 
jitters, saying he's accepted that 
"what's crazy about this season is 
we're playing in a collective 
fashion." He hopes the five players 
stay collectively hot as the OAC 




To millions of television viewers and 
radio listeners, her voice is instantly 
recognizable. National advertisers such 
as McDonalds, Hallmark, Stouffer's, 
Heinz and United Airlines rely on her all-
American, spllrit-stirring voice to touch 
the emotions of consumers. 
Barbara is a four time winner of 
the prestigious "Campus Entertainer 
of the Year" award. 
"Barbara ca]~tivated the audience as 
few singers can. The best in town 
anytime, anywhere." 
DETROIT FREE PRESS 
Frida.y, April 23 
8pm 
Wolf and Pot 
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Beers hoping for free agency 
Carroll's Haley punts for pro scout 
Brennan ~· laffertY. __ _ 
Sports Eolor 
Willie Beers is waiting. 
Th1s Sunday and Monday the 
National Football League holds 
its annual college draft for the top 
football prospects in the nation. 
J>bc>1.o--,. 101 tp011t IDfo 
Senior tailback Willie Beers 
Although Beers and John Carroll 
head football coach Tony DeCarlo 
do not expect lhe 6' 208 lb. senior 
to have his name announced at the 
podium, both are cautiously opti-
mistic about the tailback's chance 
of signmg wilh a team as a free 
agent 
"I'm really not looking to get 
drafted," said Beers. "I'm just 
hoping to get a call from (the) 
Miami (Dolphins)." 
The Dolphins, who are coached 
by John Carroll graduate Don 
Shula, have been in contact with 
Jac~el_!ne St. M..;..;or~le~-­
Sports wnter 
With one full meet under itS 
belt, lhc John Carroll track team 
anticipates an All Ohio meet this 
weekend at Denison University. 
DeCarlo about Beers signing w1th 
lhe Miami-based team as a free 
agent 
Despite Beers becoming Lhe 
OhioALhleucConference'scarccr 
rushing leader and reachmg s1xth 
place on lhe aU-time D1vision lli 
rushing list wilh 4,397 yards, 
DeCarlo stated that he would have 
been contacted by specific teams 
if anyone was thinlcing of drafting 
B~. 
DeCarlo, however, did say he 
thought the senior would be signed 
by the Dolphins or possibly an-
other team. 
"If things don't work out with 
the Dolphins, I have some contacts 
with lhe (Cleveland) Browns and 
I know (Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
head coach) Sam Wyche," said 
DeCarlo. 
Another factor working against 
Beers is that the NFL has cut back 
the number of rounds in its draft 
this year from 12 to eight 
•John Carroll junior punter 
Ryan Haley has one more year of 
eligibility left in his collegiate ca-
reer. But if things keep improving 
for the two-time AU-American, 
he may have a future in profes-
sional football. 
On Saturday, National Football 
League scout Ken Moll visited 
John Carroll's campus to look at 
Haley. Moll, who specializes in 
junior prospects, respresentS 12 
The All Ohio meet is a special 
qualifying meet for all division 
three schools in Ohio. Any track 
member who has scored below a 
specific time in an event qualifies 
to attend. 
Senior Karen D'Angelo leads the women's track team on 
Wasmer Track. J>bc>l.obyC!ItUI.mHunyt 
NFL teams. 
John Carroll graduate assistant 
Nick Ciulh supervised Haley and 
Moll as the junior kicked between 
15 and 20 umes for the scout. 
Ciulli SaJd Haley was tested in 
three areas: 1. touch to toe release 
(how quickly it takes the athlete 
kicks lhe ball from lhe time he 
catches the snap), 2. hang time of 
lhc punt and 3. distance of the 
kick. 
Ciulli said Moll was impressed 
wilh Haley's overall performance. 
Moll grades athletes as either 
J>bc>l.o cour100y JCU >porLI info 
Junior punter Ryan Hatley 
"excellent," "good" or"average." 
Moll graded Haley "excellent" on 
release and hang time and "good" 
on distance. 
Moll also administered a per-
sonality" and intelligence test to 
Haley. 
"John Carroll has a good num-
ber that qualified," said oopho-
more Danielle Sluga, who quali-
fied in the 1000, 3000 and 5000 
meters. "We are looking strong 
and hoping to bring down our 
times." 
Last weekend the Streaks 
travelled to Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity where they fmally had the 
chance to compete in and complete 
a full meet. Fairing well, but not 
winningthemcet,theJohnCarroll 
Blue Streaks were given lhe op-
portunity to see how lhe compe-
tition is doing. 
The season's beginnings have 
been rough for the Blue Streak 
team. The majority of !.heir meets 
have been snowed and rained out 
"We don't look at the fact that 
we haven't had that much of an 
opponunity to compete as a set 
back," Sluga said. "We are trying 
The Carroll News, April22, 1993 
Women's cross country 
are top student-athletes 
Brennan M. Lafferty 
Sports Editor 
The John Carroll University 
women's cross country team 
knows what it means to be stu-
dent-athletes. 
The women harr1crs were re-
cently recognized by the NCAA 
Division lii Cross Country 
Coaches Association for posting 
the highest combined grade 
point average in Division III -
3.627. John Carroll placed fust 
out of 44 teams who had a 
combined 3.0 or better nation-
ally. 
Women's head coach Grove 
Jewett was obviously pleased 
that his charges were honored 
after their regional meet in 
Albion, Micb.igan. 
.. 1 am so proud of them," 
said Jewett. "They really emu-
late the Division III philosophy 
of student-alhletes." 
The Blue Streaks, who fin-
ished second in the Ohio Athletic 
Conference championships in 
lhc fall, edged out Wellesley 
(3.594), St. Benedict (3.548), 
Trenton State (3.540) and Wis-
consin-Stevens Point (3.500) to 
round out the top five. Two 
other schools, Kenyon College 
and Ohio Wesleyan fmished 
11th and 39th, respectively. 
The top five JCU student-
athletes were Jennifer Alfredo 
(3.931), Michelle Green 
(3.900), Julie Koscinski 
(3.677), Gretchen Schlutz 
(3.588) and Danielle Sluga 
(3.944). 
"I'm just honored to be a 
part of this team," Jewett said. 
"They are a fine group of young 
ladies, who put academics fust." 
The men's track team takes a lap as they prepare for their next 
meet. p~~o ... by<J>rislme »~n)t 
to look at it optimistically. Just as 
we don't know what to expect 
from them, they don 'l know what 
to expect from us." 
"It is good that we have had 
!.his time to rest. It makes us more 
eager to get back into racing and 
will hopefully make us feel more 
confident," added Sluga. 
The highlight of the season for 
many will be the Ohio Athletic 
Conference championship. This 
is lhe flrst year Carroll will host 
lhe event 
"We have already started talk-
ing about who will be competing 
m each event," said freshmen 
Michelle Evans. "Right after 
spring break we staned planning 
it" 
r--:----------------------------------------ilii\ 
JOHN CARROLL Students 
FREE admission withthispassto: 
"We had a lot of runners qualify 
for !.he OAC indoor championship 
in the winter and we are hoping to 
do the same in the spring," Sluga 
said. 
Downtowns's Original and #1 Party Club 
ltASCRL HOOSE 
''The King of Bars'' 
\__~su~d~s~pro~rmr~w~~~~fflro~1~~---------------~ 
Tuesday the entire team will be 
competing in a Greater Cleveland 
Colleges meet at Case Western 
Reserve University. 
Are you the next 
Grantland Rice or Bill 
Nichols?? Anyone 
interested in writing sports 
for the CN next semester, 
stop in the office and ask 
for Brennan Lafferty. 
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ACROSS 62 DEA agenl 
1 Prae11ce boxing 63 Poet ? 
5 Fast 64 Hatching !hatchery 
10 The elephant boy 65 Praying joint 
14 Ancient irish C:~p•tal 66 Leases 
15 Cheer's wa1•ess 67 'Is nol re1or1 
16 Spanish chce1s DOWN 
17 Mr. Cesslnl 1 Pack 
18 Zones 2 Ae color? 
19 No!any 3 God ofw.tr 
20 Coonrry --Rht";m 4 S)'1lcopaled Rt:yrh,m 
22 Wafrz Rhyth,m Crea101 5 CVI dCtAn vertically 
24 Misch•ovous chid 6 CaL>l•On 
25 Swindle 7 Rago 
26 Basketball feats 8 Gaudy 
29 Bashlul g Type o1 Bud 
30 Tumer & others 10 Rhyrhm:c lnslrumontal 
34 Bancry term~nal Composlrions 
35 Undercover agcy 11 Felipe __ :Expo's 
36 french region Mgr. 
37 Be sick t2 Ga.uara & Franklin 
38 Rhyfhym 13 Employs 
40 F1op 21 Printers measures 
41 Fabric 23 Recover 
43 Purchase 25 Small Rhythmic Group 
44 Pocket bread ?6 Fnlllng·OU!S 
45 french senate 27 French river 
46 German tt!o 28 Exhausled 2 wds 
47 Ma.lon van 29 nue 
48 Prevent 31 Lowest polnr 
50 Movie 32 Sharp 
51 Alps songer 33 Coupe's re!ative 
54 Sh"fl Rhyfhym Maker 35 Feline 
58 Comedian K no 36 One chosen at nm· 
59 ActO! Oav~-~~~aom 
61 Presset 38 Inn 
tout 
42 Rhythmic Measure 
44 Rhyfhmlc Composer 
46 Ridi<:ue 
47 Pen make 
49 Rhythmic Male Voice 
50 Pub measures 
51 Jerk 





57 Aw.tre of 
60 French wine 
Answers to: 
"April Fuels Day" 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Help wanted . Dialamerica, 
Painters needed-good starting pay, 
sununer outside work. CaJI 585-
3455. 
nation's largest telemarketing finn 1--------------t 
needs communicator~ to work Alaska Summer Emp1oymeot-
9AM-1PM, 5:30PM-9:30PM, fisheries. Earn $600+/ week in 
6PM-10PM, 9PM-12AM. canneries or $4000+/mooth on 
Flexibleschedulingforintcrview. fishing boats. Free trarlSportation, 
Call333-3367. room and board. Over 8000 
1-------------i openings, no exper:!ence nc:cessary. 
Slttersncededpart/fulltirne. Must Male or female. For employment 
haveacarandrcfcrcnccs. A choice program call 206-545-4155 ext. 
nanny. 831-6123 J\5556. 
Models needed for advanced House for rent on Cedar near Lee. 
haircutting classes. Call Susan at 5 bedrooms refurbished. Stove and 
381-9660. Mon.&Wcd. 12-5. refrigerator included. 3 roommate 
limit per side. Call449-2667. 
Cruise Ship Now Hiring - Earn 
$2000+/month + world travel Slovakia/Poland swnmer trips led 
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, by local students. Hike scenic 
etc) Holiday, Summer and Career mountain trails, visit a Gypsy 
employment available. No village,explorecastlcsandmedleval 
experience necessary. For towns, meet Slovaks and Poles. For 
employment program call 1-206- details, call 800-666-JOIN. 
634-0468 ext. c5556. 1------------1 
$200-$500 Weekly. Assemble 
Cheap! FBI/U.S. selt.<'d productsathome. East No Selling. 
8 9 Mercedes- S 2 0 0, 8 6 You'repaiddirect Fully guaranteed. 
Volkswagcn-$50, 87 Mercedes- FREE information-24 hour bolline. 
$100, 65 Mustang-$50, choose 1-801-379-2900 CopyrightH 
from thousands starting $50. Free OH051 050. 
information 24 hour hot line. 801- 1-------------1 
379-2929Copyright#OH05l010. Go To Sea this summer! Be a tour 
guide on the William G. Mather 
Wantagreatsummerjob?Work MaritimeMuseum.Forinformation 
for College Pro Painters in call574-6262. 
Cleveland Heights Area. Earn best 1-------------1 
wages & benefits around. Call firlckRepalrSteps. Window Wells, 
Charles Kolin at29l-2865. Tuck Pointing, Iron Railings, 
----i Window Grille, Screen, Painting. 
Max & Ermas Administrative Shrubs and trees pnmed. Domeruc 
Assistant Fast-Paced, exciting 461-5174. 
restaurant seeks motivated self 1-------------1 
starter to fill the position of Summer Help - Experienced 
Administrative Assistant. bartenders and waitresses-
Responsibilities will include Rumrunners in the Flats. Call Jack 
payroll supervision and for appoinunent 696-6070 or 885-
maintenance of all sales and 5063. 
accounting records. The right 1-------------1 
candidate will have restaurant Summer Employment- Individual 
experience and will be able to who likes dealing with children and 
work independently. Some 
1 
feels comfortable wearing beach 
computer experience required. · attire. Full/part time and weekends 
This is an hourly position. available.Sl0-15perhourplustips. 
Qualified applicants should apply Excellent summer jobs! Call 
in person. 9a.m-6J>m, Mon. - Sat Beachhouse and Boat Renlals at 
at The Sheraton-Cleveland City 491-4593. 
Centre, 777 St. Clair Ave. 
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e you seen this one? 
"r~ I 1M~ "''WIC"D Jt.&.A.. M ~ '~ If' Ofo..ILY 
s-~ $lOII[IICOI"O ~~~ ~ ... AWl>~~.-
This cartoon ran in the February 26, 
1986 issue o]The Carroll News. 
-
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Carroll bats explode for 27 runs in two garnes 
Farrell and BueHner pitch Streaks to sweep of Cardinals 
Scott J. Webber 
Sports Writer 
the game undefeated in the Ohio 
Athletic Conference. 
The John Carroll University The team was going into a 
baseball team came up with a doubleheader yesterday against 
couple of huge wins this past Hiram at the .500 mark in the 
Saturday in a doubleheader OAC. 
against Otterbein. The VICtones The two games against 
were even more important con- Otterbein provided a balance of 
sidering Otterbein had come into power hitting and good pitching. 
Junior Pat Farrell pitched the first 
game of the twinbill and picked up 
his fifth victory of the year. 
Sophomore Matt Buettner 
pitched a complete game in the 
second game for his first victory 
of the season. 
The Blue Streaks scored a total 
of27 runs between the two games. 
"We really came out with the bats 
in the games against Otterbein," 
said Junior Brian Brown, who is 
batting at a .354 clip for the year. 
Steve Sadowski dives for the ball during practi 
The team has ten conference 
games left as it prepares for the 
grind of the OAC schedule. 
Softball team splits 
twinbill with Otterbein 
After yesterday's doubleheader 
against Hiram, the baseball squad 
plays at Muskingum on Saturday 
in a doubleheader. Muskingum is 
currently3-5 in theOAC,so it will 
be another important outing for 
the Streaks. 
Mlynarski named OAC pitcher of week 
Pitcher Matt Moesleln takes some cuts during a recent practice. 
The John Carroll baseball team 
is currently in fifth place in the 
conference and only the top four 
teams mak:e the playoffs, so the 
team needs to make a little move 
to secure some post-season action. 
Brown is confident the team 
can do this as long as it splits the 
remainderofitsconferencegames. 
"There is nobody in the OAC that 
we can't beat," said Brown. He 
feels they have to cut down on the 
mental mistakes they may have 
made in the past. 
The Otterbein game was a good 
place to start. JCU goes into the 
doubleheader on Saturday with 
well earned confidence. 
Colleen Creamer __ _ 
Sports Writer 
John Carroll's women's soft-
ball team split a doubleheader 
with Ouerbein last Friday losing 
the ftrst game 5-3, and winning 
the second 1-0. 
Although the Streaks' record 
now stands at 3- I 8, head coach 
Gretchen Weitbrecht remains op-
timistic. 
"We had a good week last 
week; the girls have shown con-
tinued improvemeiU on..Qefe.n-
sive," said WeitbrecL "We just 
had some inconsistent hitting and 
left too many runners on base." 
Two players who remain con-
sistent for the Streaks are junior 
captain Karen Scitz.and freshmen 
pitcher Michele Mlynarski. 
Seitz is one of the top ten hit-
ters in the OAC and ftnished last 
Women's tennis team undefeated in OAC ~ 
Steve Fink matches against ML Union and Otterbein. The women 
Sports Writer compete in the OAC championships in Marietta on April 
TheJohnCarroll women'stennistearnbeatOhioNothem 30. 
Saturday and Marietta Sunday to remain undefeated in the The men's team has been playing well despite injuries 
Ohio Athletic Conference. that have plagued the team this season, and recently defeated 
Saturday's match was a 7-2 defeat of Ohio Northern's Musk:ingum and fared well against a strong Mt. Union 
women. Carroll's second singles player, freshman Missy team. 
Owen, and third singles player Dyan Palmagil lead the Saturday the men pulled together to gain a 6-3 victory. 
squad. Sunday's only loss was when the injured Phyl Hill Second singles player Mike Lucente won a6-l, 6-0 match 
had to forfeit. and Jason Magyar produced a spectacular three set come-
The 4-0 record in the OAC, and an 8-1 overall record, from-behind victory to lead the team. The win took the 
puts the women in excellent shape to three-peat as the OAC team to 6-5 and 4-2 in the OAC. 
cham~ this season. The only loss so far this season carne "We've had some injuries that have set us behind where 
at the handSOfthe Oberlin team the Monday after spring we need to be," said men's head coach Greg Debeljalc. 
break when the Blizzard of '93 prevented some _team "Our number one priority is to get us back to 100 percent 
members from returning to play. for the OACs." 
"We're going to go in confident." said women's head According to Debeljak:, the championships are com-
coach Sue Schneir. "We hope to win, but there willbe a~or-pletely up for grabs. "There is not one dominant team this -of tough competition, es~iall¥ frorn teams lilce Hiram year, but five or six good teams. Whichever team pulls it 
and Baldwin~ =-- together and plays well will win the championships." 
Today'ancPSaturday the women host their last two home The men's team will compete in the OACs at Capital. 
week: with a season balling aver-
age of .387. 
Mlynarski continues to pitch 
well, and was named the OAC 
pitcher of the week. 
Seitz describes the season so 
far, "It has been hard," said Settz. 
"We graduated fo senior start-
ers last year so this tS a rebuildmg 
season, but we've ~hown great 
strides. We have a never give up 
attitude and that's a great asset." 
The Streaks hope for a strong 
nish to the season. 
"W~IAI:I.fit ish this season on 
a high note," sai L "The 
intensity should be fairly s 
but it has to come from within the 
players." 
The next home game for lhe 
Streaks is Saturday afternoon 
against Musldngum at one. 
~il):!fii·V:I!a Mayfield_ & and now Va~Aken 
--------------------------------------------~ 
--- - -•-'-••Warrensville Shopp1ng Center 
·------~------·-------~-------· I 50¢ I Buyany IAMURRAYHILL I ANY I 
I I footleng sub I 6" ITALIAN I REGULAR I 
I 1 1 SAUSAGE SUB 1 6• SUB ONLY I 




1 drink; Get any I $1 w I : ofany • I 1 • 
I footlong sub I 4 Round FREE I • I SupeNilbnottro.;ded I 
=~iiJ:iill;Wit :~ill:illl;Vill ~illf\111;Vil I ~i~J:i!ll;Vil : 
~1d & v AMn Movfleld. v AMn I Movf~ r Van AMn I Moffllild & Van "'*' I I WorrenMie an I WorrenMie an Wor190Mie 2D~-0600 Won.~~Mie 0600 
381 ·2424 283-0600 381 ·2424 283-0600 I 381· 2424 Q-.7 1 381 -2424 283- 1 I Ooadi• __ _,_Nouetid- I Ooadi• __ _,_Ncnetid- • Ooadl•_llalo.,.Nca•.uct- • Ooadr.r*'-llalo_, Nca•.uct-........ -....... -.; ... ;-.:.--.-.;= ............ -.u..--.;-:.·.-:.;-;. .. 




NEW MEAL OF THE WEEK 
A Broiled Chicken Sand., sm. fries & sm . d rink only 
$2.99 
Please present JCU student 10 to cashier for discount. Not valid wtth 
other discounts or offers. Good at 14101 Cedar Road location onl . 
